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As the president of Kalamazoo College 

and, for the past year, as president of the 

National Association of Independent Colleges 

and Universities, I’m often called upon to 

debunk myths surrounding accessibility and 

affordability of private nonprofit colleges such 

as K, as well as the value of a college degree 

in general and a liberal arts education in 

particular. Doomsday federal reports and news 

media articles to the contrary, K is open and 

affordable to both students of modest means 

and students traditionally underrepresented 

on college campuses. Further, graduates of 

colleges such as K possess precisely the skill 

sets that employers tell us they want, and they 

graduate without crushing student loan debt. 

 Here are just four common myths 

surrounding a liberal arts education—a 

Kalamazoo College education—and why you 

shouldn’t believe them: 

Colleges such as K enroll only the 

wealthy and the privileged. In fact, K 

is an economically and culturally diverse 

community. Approximately 95 percent of 

K students receive some form of financial 

aid, with more than 20 percent receiving 

Dear Alumni, 
Families of 

Students, and 
Friends of 

Kalamazoo 
College

need-based federal Pell grants. Fifteen percent are the first in their 

families to attend college. More than 22 percent of K students are 

U.S. students of color, and 8.6 percent are international students.

Graduates have a staggering amount of debt. 

Approximately 46 percent of K students graduate with no debt 

at all; for those that do, their debt averages about $25,000. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, lifetime earnings for a 

college grad surpass those of a high school grad by $1 million. 

Investing $24,000 to gain $1 million is a very good ROI. By 

the way, K’s two-year default rate for students who fail to repay 

their student loans is about one percent, and our three-year 

rate is about 1.5 percent. Nationally, the figures are 10 percent 

and 14 percent, respectively, for all colleges and universities. 

Furthermore, K students graduate at a much higher rate in four 

years than do public school students, meaning they stop paying 

tuition and start earning salaries sooner than their counterparts 

at public institutions. 

A liberal arts degree is useless in today’s workforce. 

The unemployment rate for all college graduates, even in the 

depth of the recent worldwide recession, was about half that for 

high school graduates. We live in a world where our children 

will be employed in roles that didn’t exist a generation ago and 

may not exist a generation into the future. K’s “More in Four. 

More in a Lifetime.” brand of liberal arts education will always 

be relevant. It delivers the critical thinking, problem solving, and 

communication skills and experiences that prepare our alumni 

not only to get jobs, but forge careers and “to better understand, 

live successfully within, and provide enlightened leadership to a 

richly diverse and increasingly complex world,” as our mission 

states. It’s no accident that 88 percent of the Class of 2013 was 

fully employed, in graduate school, or engaged in a gap/service 

year within six months of graduation. Fewer than 12 percent told 

us their plans were not decided as they headed into the calendar 

year following their graduation, the lowest such number since we 

began this annual survey.

The vast majority of institutional financial aid offered by 

K to its students comes from the College’s endowment. 

I only wish this were true. In fact, only six percent of aid we 

offer students comes from endowed scholarships. The rest is 

(Continued on page 2)
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WHAT’S 
HAPPENING 
ON CAMPUS?
Planning a visit to Kalamazoo College?  

Check the Kalamazoo College news 

website for the latest information 

about campus events. Calendar 

listings are regularly updated at 

http://www.kzoo.edu/pr/calevent/

index.html

A new fitness and wellness is a priority for The Campaign 

of Kalamazoo College and an indispensable element of an 

education that addresses the fullness of human experience.

See page 21.
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Letters
Dear Editor: 
Dr. Angela Davis served as a distinguished member of a six-

person jury for the College’s 2012 Social Justice Leadership Prize 

Competition. Her invitation and visit to Kalamazoo College continues 

K’s long tradition of providing a free and open exchange of differing 

ideas (and the evidence to support them) on behalf of scholarly 

discourse and debate about vital issues of the day, including their 

roots in the past. 

 Dr. Davis studied at Brandeis University and the Sorbonne and was 

a star student of world-renowned philosophers Herbert Marcuse and 

Theodore Adorno. She speaks multiple languages and is Distinguished 

Professor Emerita at the University of California Santa Cruz. She has 

been invited to speak in all 50 states and throughout the world, and 

has written 10 books and dozens of articles. Millions of people view 

her as a leading scholar and leader in the area of social justice. Her 

presence on campus honored our tradition of rigorous scholarship for 

the sake of students (in the words of Allan Hoben) developing their 

charters of service to humankind.

 In 1975, the United States Senate Select Committee to Study 

Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities 

discovered that the FBI had a secret counter-intelligence program that 

targeted social justice leaders. The committee declared the program’s 

activity illegal. The program’s tactics included charging individuals 

with crimes they did not commit. As a result of these tactics, Dr. Davis 

had been included on the FBI most-wanted list and brought to trial, at 

which she was exonerated of all charges. 

 The College’s social justice leadership center lives up to K’s historic 

simply unrealized revenue. Here’s the good 

news: K alumni, parents, and friends of the 

College have it within their power to turn 

this myth into a reality by giving generously 

to The Campaign for Kalamazoo College. 

The Campaign will raise $62 million for the 

endowment, a significant portion of which 

will support student scholarships that make 

the K experience accessible to talented  

students like those featured in these pages—

Jiakan Wang, Donna Aguilar, and Carline 

Dugue, among others. 

  Be sure to check out the Campaign-related 

articles on the fitness and wellness center 

and rodzina (the power of giving as “family”). 

Please join us; there is a role for everyone in The 

Campaign for Kalamazoo College.

Sincerely,

Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran 

Letter from the president continued
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values as well as its future promise. Today’s K students 

are diverse—in religion, race, ethnicity, nationality, socio-

economic status, and sexual orientation. I want 

a Center that encourages all of these students to 

reach their potential as social justice leaders. 

Dr. Lisa Brock, Academic Director
Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership

Dear Editor,
I assumed that Angela Davis’s appearance on 

campus would spark controversy, so I was not 

surprised by the letters condemning her and the 

College for inviting her. After all, K has sparked 

controversy since the days of Lucinda and James 

Stone. But as I read through the last issue of 

LuxEsto, I kept in mind the closing assertion by 

Mike Boyle ’65 that “Kalamazoo College has lost 

its moral compass.” I must say that after reading 

about Jason Nosrati’s medical work in Israel, Sam 

Doyle’s SIP celebrating the people of FacMan, my 

former student Corey Harbaugh’s extraordinary 

teaching on the Holocaust in the Gobles school 

system, and my colleague Bruce Mills’s wonderful 

collaboration with the Southwest Michigan Black 

Heritage Society and with K alumna Donna Odom, 

I came away feeling like K is operating with a very 

strong, functional moral compass indeed.  

Gail Griffin, Professor Emerita of English

Dear Dr. Wilson-Oyelaran:
Greetings from Chennai, India. This summer my 

husband and I hosted three K students, courtesy 

of the Discovery Externship Program. Sophomores 

Michelle Escobar, Marcela Zaragoza, and Brian 

Raetz each stayed a month with us in succession. 

They volunteered at two different schools 

with which we are closely associated and also 

participated in programs at the women’s college 

where I work.

 What a joy it has been to get to know them 

and to introduce them to India. All three are 

outstanding young people, and it is reassuring to know K 

attracts and educates such fine future leaders. I can say the 

same for our previous externship students as well: Alexandra 

Leonard ’09, Leah Rumsey ’11, Tristan Morioka ’12, and 

Katy Grue ’12. 

    The Discovery Externship is an exemplary program. I wish every 

college student could have such an opportunity to try 

out a new avenue with the built-in reliability that alumni 

provide. For me, hosting the students is a way that I can 

give back to Kalamazoo College and provide benefit to 

people here with whom I work. And we benefit too! The 

Beeler Grant and other sources have made it possible for 

students to come, and I thank the Beeler grantors. I also 

thank the Center for Career and Professional Development 

for organizing and communicating everything so 

effectively and for giving good support to the students. 

They all speak highly of the people who helped them.

Anne (Deason) Dayanandan ’75 

Dear Editor: 
Two K alumnae are presently the chairs of the voice 

departments of two of the nation’s leading music 

conservatories. Karen Holvik ’76 is chairperson of the 

voice department of the New England Conservatory 

(Boston, Mass.), and Lorraine Manz ’75 is director of 

the Schoepfle Vocal Arts Center of the Oberlin College-

Conservatory (Oberlin, Ohio).

    The backgrounds and careers of the two are as 

different as they could be. Yet, here they are heading the 

top of the world in vocal pedagogy. Karen came to K 

almost by accident, transferring in as a junior (and very 

nontraditional student) when a rock band she was on 

the road with stalled in Kalamazoo. Lorraine followed a 

more traditional K-Plan and went from K to grad school at 

University of Michigan (the school immediately revised its 

opera schedule for the year to take advantage of her perfect 

match for the role of Carmen)!

 Add to these the accomplishment of Susan Fletcher 

Lyle ’73, who chairs the voice department of the 

conservatory at Converse College (Spartanburg, S.C.), 

and you have three divergent but ultimately convergent 

careers. Extraordinary! I hope K can share this amazing 

phenomenon.

Larry R. Smith, Professor Emeritus of Music

“For me, 

hosting the 

students is a 

way that I 

can give back 

and provide 

benefit 

to people here 

with whom 

I work. 

And we 

benefit too! ”



Statistical physicists rely heavily on 
computers to explore anything and 
everything that has lots of parts.

From melting colloidal suspensions to analyzing earthquakes, 

from understanding wake and sleep patterns to predicting new 

technologies, Tobochnik and his colleagues develop computer 

models that predict behaviors, not only of physical phenomena, 

but also of social situations. And, most surprisingly, Tobochnik 

finds that many of the situations he studies demonstrate 

impressively similar characteristics—no matter what the field.

 One of the reasons for this consistency relates to the 

behavior of phase transitions. Statistical physicists focus on 

the process by which things change:  Water becomes ice, then 

melts back into water; the earth quakes, then gets still again; 

money moves from one set of hands to another, causing wealth 

to accumulate. These transitions span the realm of physical and 

social science.

 It’s the role of the physicist to strip away the details and 

to look for patterns. And the most powerful tool of statistical 

physics is the computer, which can track the huge numbers of 

transactions from which these patterns can emerge.

 Tobochnik contrasts his work to that of a traffic engineer. 

To decide why traffic jams happen, he says, engineers install 

sensors, count cars, and amass vast amounts of data for 

specific streets at specific times. Physicists, on the other hand, 

ask why a lot of cars, traveling at a certain speed, might stop 

moving. Even with no specific data, they seek to explain the 

phase transition from freely flowing cars to a traffic jam. The 

computer helps the physicist discover the general causes and 

features of traffic jams—not just what happens on a specific 

street at a specific hour. It is, says Tobochnik, a totally different 

perspective. 

 A classic example is the work that Tobochnik has been 

doing in the area of econophysics. In a world of changing 

wealth distribution patterns, some statistical physicists have 

been asking, “How is it that the rich get richer and the poor 

get poorer?  Is it a general pattern or does it just happen due 

to specific policies?”  Add to that the implications for our 

own society, with the increasing distance between the haves 

and the don’t-have-enoughs, and it’s apparent that Tobochnik 

and his colleagues are looking at an issue with vital real-life 

significance.

 Tobochnik’s interest in what some researchers call the 

“yard sale model” started in 2012. Tobochnik was spending 

a sabbatical from K at Boston University, exploring questions 

about earthquakes and about nucleation. A friend, Tufts 

mathematician Bruce Boghosian, who had become president 

of the American University of Armenia, presented a model of 
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The Physics of Everything
WRITER: KAYE BENNETT

Statistical physicists will work on nearly anything that has lots 
of parts. That’s one reason why the research interests of Jan 

Tobochnik, Kalamazoo College’s Dow Distinguished Professor in 
the Natural Sciences, are so far ranging.

Jan Tobochnik is the author of six 
textbooks and many scholarly 
articles. He edited the American 
Journal of Physics for 10 years.



money exchanges to Tobochnik and his colleagues at BU. In the 

model, if two people had two different amounts of money (say 

$100 and $1000), consider taking a fraction (say 10 percent) of 

the money that the poorer person had ($10) and then randomly 

assign that amount to one person or the other. 

Then randomly choose another two people 

and do the same type of exchange. After 

doing this over and over again, where does the 

money go?

 The outcome, says Tobochnik, surprised 

them all:  All the money would eventually end 

up in the hands of just one person. Wealth, 

they found, has a natural tendency to become 

highly concentrated.

 Since then, Tobochnik and his colleagues 

have been tweaking the model to make it 

better reflect the nuances of life. They’ve 

experimented with giving everyone in the 

model a dollar every so often and also with 

taking a little money from the richest people 

and distributing it to the poorest. But neither 

of these variations changed the basic fact 

that, eventually, all the money ends up 

concentrated in the hands of just a few.

 Now the researchers are looking at the 

challenge of figuring out how to even out the 

distribution. It seems that with this kind of exchange even 

growing the economy exponentially is not enough to prevent 

most of the growth in wealth from going to just a few. You also 

need to favor distributing the overall growth in wealth to those 

with less wealth.

 Next on their agenda, says Tobochnik, will be to collect real 

data over time and start making empirical connections between 

what’s actually going on around us and what their computer 

models predict. Eventually physicists might have enough 

information to be able to argue for changing the taxation 

structure. (But then, says Tobochnik ruefully, we’d have to 

convince the politicians to do the right thing.)

 The idea of physicists playing a role in economics and 

finance is not a new one, says Tobochnik. Physicists have been 

working at jobs on Wall Street for 30 years or so.

 Tobochnik, a native of Philadelphia, earned his bachelor’s 

degree from Amherst College and his Ph.D. from Cornell.  

He came to Kalamazoo College in 1985 and teaches courses 

in physics and computer science. He has written six textbooks 

and many scholarly articles and from 2001 until 2011 edited the American 

Journal of Physics. 

 Tobochnik loves to teach, and K students benefit from his scholarship, 

editing, and writing in many ways. For example, a $65,000 grant he received 

recently from the Petroleum Research Fund will not only 

help him learn more about how things melt, but it will 

enable him to pay for the assistance of two K students a 

year for the next three years. 

   Tobochnik says he’s often asked why a faculty member 

in a small liberal arts college should devote so much of 

his life to research. But he finds it a natural match. The 

research, he says, “helps me decide what is important 

and what is not.”  It also provides him with a plethora 

of interesting examples to bring the subject alive to his 

students. “Without my research,” he says, “my examples 

would be stodgy.”  Because he incorporates his research 

into his teaching, Tobochnik’s students get a better sense 

of what science is all about.

    At age 60, Tobochnik is a product of the Sputnik era; 

his choice of a career in physics was not that unusual in 

those science-mad years, but his choice of the specific 

field of statistical physics was a departure from what was 

most prestigious at the time. Tobochnik was sensing, even 

back in the ’70s, that computers would be how physicists 

would do research in the future; his contemporaries, still 

collecting data the traditional way, saw computers as the 

easy way out. “Turns out,” he says, “I made the right choice.”  

 The dichotomy that is Jan Tobochnik is further seen in his dual role as 

scientist and administrator. He served as K’s acting provost a few years ago 

and—surprising even himself—very much enjoyed the rituals that job 

demands. He attributes this to the fact that he likes doing a variety of tasks 

and meeting new people. The project-manager mind-set that many physicists 

have, he believes, can also make them good administrators.

 Through his nearly three decades at K, Tobochnik has seen changes in both 

its science departments and its science students. Introductory physics classes 

these days, he notes, have no lectures; they are conducted totally in the labs.  

 Today’s students have an innate understanding of software (“They can help 

me with my computer problems,” says Tobochnik), but, thanks to having 

always used calculators, they have a different relationship with numbers and 

with math. They don’t memorize as much as students in the past, because, 

in a world where answers can be accessed in an instant, they don’t have to. 

Today’s students have a totally different skill set, and, says Tobochnik, “We’re 

grappling with that.”

 Could that changing student mind set become a future research interest for 

statistical physicists somewhere? Stay tuned.   I

“It’s the role 

of the physicist 

to strip away 

the details and 

to look 

for patterns.”
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Donna Aguilar (left) and her good 
friend Yessica Hernandez ’16. 

Donna works as a tutor and mentor 
at El Sol Elementary School.

She’s helped a fourth grade mentee 

make a macaroni self-portrait, and 

she focused one of her biology class 

research projects on Alzheimer’s 

disease. A course in digital art 

prompted the biology major to try 

her hand at yearbook design, and 

careful observation of doctor-patient 

interactions at a major Los Angeles 

hospital made her wonder what 

kind of health care professional she 

wants to become. Her friendships 

with members of two campus 

student groups (the Latino Student 

Organization and M.E.Ch.A) 

deepened her thinking about the 

roles of politics and culture and 

family and social movements in the 

process of becoming a person—

and, in true liberal arts fashion, her 

reflection on these matters yields 

more questions than answers.

 Broad as it is, this Guatemalan-

American’s K-Plan is anchored in 

some fundamental questions: How 

do I identify myself in a place that 

is so different than what I’m used to 

and that challenges my knowledge 

of the cultures with which I’ve 

grown up? How much do I actually know about by Guatemalan 

or American cultures? What beyond the next bend will surprise 

me? Her delight in the unexpected amplitude of learning 

makes the diminutive Donna Aguilar akin to larger-than-life 

journeyers. 

 Aguilar’s K journey started with Posse-Los Angeles, a 

scholarship program and process that starts with a series of 

interviews. It was at the first interview that Aguilar learned 

about the 10 college partners of Posse-LA. One of these is 

Kalamazoo College.

 “For me K was tops among the 10 because of study abroad,” 

said Aguilar. “It offered more options.”

 Some 2,000 to 3,000 LA-area high school students begin the 

Posse scholarship process. Aguilar’s Posse journey ended after 

the first stage. Nevertheless, the small Michigan college with 

the odd-sounding name stayed in her mind, and she applied on 

her own. She also applied to UCLA, University of California-

Davis, University of California-Santa Cruz, California State 

University-Long Beach, Middlebury College, and Williams 

College, among others.

 “K was my first acceptance, and I remember how excited we 

were when the packet arrived,” said Aguilar. Her parents had 

immigrated to Los Angeles from Guatemala more than two 

decades earlier, when Aguilar’s older brother was a year old. 

Aguilar was the first in her family born in the United States and 

the first to attend college. Her younger sister is in 7th grade.

 “My decision came down to K and U.C.-Davis,” she said. 

“I think K has been the right choice because it is so different 

for me. Its distance, and difference, from what I was familiar 

with forces reflection on critical questions: Am I American? 

Guatemalan? How do I fit in a place where I’m not in the 

majority?”

 Aguilar said that in California, despite overall demographics, 

she felt in the majority. “My high school was predominantly 

Hispanic, and LA is so large that there are places you can find 

where you will feel most everyone is like you.

 “I felt UC-Davis would be much more like my high 

school and home,” she added. K was the more undiscovered 

adventure.

 Aguilar’s K adventure began and continues with biology. “I 

came as a pre-med,” she said. “Since junior year of high school 

I’ve wanted to help kids, maybe be a pediatrician.”

 She may be rethinking that plan slightly. Last summer she 

volunteered at Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center. “The 

physician-patient interactions I saw were brief and cursory,” 
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Surprises 
Beyond 

the Bend
The K-Plan résumé of junior Donna Aguilar ranges widely.
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Donna and her mother in 
Los Angeles.
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said Aguilar. “The relationships that would 

be more satisfying for me occurred between 

physician-assistants and patients or nurses 

and patients.”

 Aguilar intends to test her observations 

by seeking job-shadow opportunities with 

Kalamazoo-area physicians, including some 

K alumni. In the meantime she’s found a way 

to fulfill her desire to work with kids. She is 

a tutor at El Sol Elementary, a unique magnet 

public school that offers instruction in English 

and Spanish. “I work with a fourth grader 

two times a week for an hour, helping with 

homework and thinking of ways to help him 

see that reading is fun.” 

 One of these ways is art, including 

macaroni self-portraits, water colors, and 

origami. “He makes great paper cranes,” said 

Aguilar. “He taught his classmates, and me!”

Art has become an unexpected second 

journey for Aguilar, who, in addition to her 

biology major, is likely to graduate just one class shy of a second 

major in art—a near miss due only to course schedule conflicts. 

 After classes in digital art and sculpture, Aguilar began to 

think more deeply about art theory and art history. She took 

courses in painting and drawing, and among her favorites was 

Professor Tom Rice’s class “Drawing Uncommon Vision.” One 

of those “surprises around the bend,” that class “expanded 

my notion of what drawing could be,” said Aguilar. “One classmate made a 

‘drawing’ by filming the shadow of trees moving on canvas.”

   Her favorite biology course to date has been “Cell and Molecular Biology.” 

“Our research project on Alzheimer’s disease applied the theories we were 

learning,” she explained. “I like that.”

    Her interest in art, as well as her hobby of scrapbooking, prompted her to 

answer an ad for an OrangeZest photographer. OrangeZest is the College’s 

online annual memory book, a kind  of digital progeny of 

the Boiling Pot yearbooks.

    In addition to producing yearbooks for current classes, 

the OrangeZest project (a collaboration between the offices 

of College communication and alumni relations) makes 

memory books for previous classes that never produced 

a yearbook. Aguilar is a skilled photographer, and she 

also designs. She was the lead designer of the Class of 

2008 OrangeZest, and may do others. More recently, she 

designed the Homecoming 2013 5K T-shirt.

    Like any adventure, Aguilar’s K journey is no stranger to 

difficult academic challenge. 

    “My first year went very well,” Aguilar said. “It was a 

good transition, and I was happy. But the second year 

was much tougher for me. The academics were more 

overwhelming, and I felt a little homesick. I coped by 

calling home a lot. My mom told me to focus on what I 

was here for, to keep continuing my dream.”

    It also helped that during her sophomore year Aguilar 

began to cultivate her spirituality. She began to attend St. 

Thomas More Student Parish (a.k.a. “St. Tom’s,” across 

Lovell Street from K’s campus). And although she had 

attended church with her mom in L.A., she was baptized 

at St. Tom’s during her sophomore year at K.

 Ironically, Aguilar has chosen not to study overseas, 

passing on the program that most influenced her decision 

to attend K. She has no regrets. Her junior year on campus 

opens additional opportunities for art and biology, as well 

as the chance to live with friends in a nearby apartment.

 “Living off campus is less stressful for me,” said Aguilar. 

“It’s easier to be many-sided and not just a student. When 

I’m cooking I’m not thinking about studying,” she smiled.

 Occasionally she calls her mom to confirm her recollection of ingredients 

of favorite recipes from home. “And Mom takes that opportunity to gently 

scold me for not paying better attention back then,” said Aguilar. “But she 

always shares her recipes. 

 “Once I made her beef soup recipe wrong. I added something the recipe 

didn’t call for. My mom was skeptical, but it turned out really good!” Another 

 

Her 

favorite 

biology 

course to 

date has 

been 

“Cell and 

Molecular 

Biology.”
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surprise beyond the next bend. Aguilar 

delights in those; and K has been the 

right recipe for her own journey.  I

Donna and Jose Zacarias ’15 dining out 
at the restaurant Zooroona, a close walk 
from campus

Donna and her younger sister with their 
mother (center) in a photo taken at 
Christmas

Off campus living gives Donna more 
chances to cook.

Kalamazoo College

recruits and enrolls students

who are bright, inquisitive, open-

minded, and ready to take 

the world by storm.

Do you know any students who fit this profile? 

Maybe your own child? Tell us about them!

www.kzoo.edu/wp-aav/recommend-a-student/

What better way to identify #futurehornets 

than by referral from proud alums?

Follow us on twitter: @KzooAdmission

Deadline for application 

for the academic year 2015-16 is 

November 15, 2014.



Human 
Rights 
Journey
From her home in Brussels, Belgium, where she lives with husband and law partner Bruce Dresbach 

’83 and their three sons, Corinne Lewis ’81 reflects on her journey that’s not nearly done yet. 

 It has taken her to Tokyo to practice law; to Geneva to work on policy dealing with displaced 

persons; to Bangladesh to work with refugees; to Houston and to London to teach immigration 

law and human rights; to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees in Brussels as a legal 

officer; and to the Congo, speeding through the night with the car’s headlights dimmed in order to 

escape capture. 

 That wild (and mostly wonderful) ride began at Kalamazoo College.

 “K was my foundation stone,” Lewis says. “I had never been abroad before I was a student there. 

For my career and personal choices, Kalamazoo College provided a supportive faculty and a unique 

combination of classroom and real world experiences.” Lewis nods with appreciation. “It was a 

fabulous experience.”

 Like so many incoming freshmen, Lewis had no idea where she was going when she first came 

onto campus. She majored in English and minored in French, a language she had enjoyed in high 

school, but her future goals were undefined. Like most, she enjoyed study abroad—France—but 

it wasn’t until the writing of her Senior Individualized Project (SIP) that even a hint of what was to 

come showed its first blush.

 “I wrote my SIP in French,” she says. “And I don’t recall the details, or how the idea for it came 

up, but it was about the rights and role of women in World War II. I started to take a closer look at 

human rights in war.”

 Even as Lewis graduated and moved on to law school at Indiana University, her goal was not 

entirely clear—but growing clearer. “I wasn’t yet sure about the specialty, but my studies were 

generally in international matters. There were no human rights courses at Indiana University at 

that time.”

 Her path, however, was undeniably moving her forward. Along with continued studies, Lewis met 

her husband, Bruce Dresbach, at law school. He was a Kalamazoo College graduate as well, and they 

had actually met, only in passing, during their K years, although the memory of it didn’t “take.”

Corrine at the family’s summer home 
in Petoskey, Mich.

WRITER: ZINTA AISTARS
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Corinne Lewis with her husband 
Bruce and their three sons in front 
of the Mayan ruins in the Yucatan 
Peninsula during a Christmas 2009 
adventure.
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 “You could say we first met when I worked in K’s 

admissions office,” Lewis smiles. “He was visiting the campus 

during his high school senior year, two years behind me, and 

only years later did we realize we had sat at the same table at 

a scholar-athlete luncheon. We were both on 

the swim team.”

 At Indiana University, meeting (again) 

when introduced by yet another Kalamazoo 

College alumnus, the two finally started to 

pay attention. They realized they had a great 

number of common interests. Not least  

among those was an interest in going 

abroad again.

 “Clearly, K was absolutely an influence on 

both of us. Our undergraduate years were an 

important time in our development. K gave 

us the confidence and courage to follow our 

interests and passions.”

 Those interests and passions had them both 

asking their families for the same graduation 

gift when their law degrees were completed: 

airline tickets to Japan.

 Lewis explains: “We both wanted to live 

abroad. We wanted to see American law from 

a different perspective. One of our professors 

advised us to just go to Japan and trust that 

we would get a job.”

 Twenty letters of application later, Lewis 

held seven job offers in her hands. Japan was 

hungry for U.S. lawyers during a time when 

the country was flush with cash, buying up 

U. S. companies. Both Lewis and her husband 

were quickly employed, but her experience as 

a woman lawyer in Japan was quite different 

than his. Lewis was hired as in-house legal 

counsel by the Kao Corporation in Tokyo to 

work on acquisitions of U.S. companies and 

international transactions. 

 “It was an incredible cultural experience. A company 

of 2,500 people, and I was the only woman that wasn’t a 

secretary. In my interview, I was asked what size uniform I 

wore,” Lewis laughs. “I was so much taller than the other 

women. They all wore pink and gray uniforms. The women 

were astounded to find out that I didn’t cook—and the men 

all wanted to meet my husband. They wanted to meet a man 

who would marry a woman who couldn’t cook!”

    Undeterred, Lewis fully enjoyed the experience. Mornings at the office 

began with five minutes of group exercises; a bell signaled the opening and 

close of the work day. Community and companionship were the strengths 

of the Japanese lifestyle, and the two young American 

lawyers fit right in. 

    After three years, however, Lewis was itching to return 

to the United States again, and Kao Corporation, having 

a branch in Wilmington, Delaware, was willing to put 

through the transfer. 

    Lewis shrugs. “But you know, without that cultural 

challenge, I got bored.” Lewis returned to school, this 

time to Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., to 

earn her master’s in public international and comparative 

law. Foreign adventure beckoned once again, and she 

took a position as legal officer with the United Nations 

High Commission for Refugees, with postings in UNHCR 

Geneva Headquarters, at Cox’s Bazaar in Bangladesh, and 

in Brussels, Belgium. 

    “I could have made a lot more money as a corporate 

lawyer, but by then I knew I wanted to work with human 

rights,” Lewis says.

    That work meant less money but lots more adventure. 

In Bangladesh, Lewis was in the midst of a quarter million 

refugees, and she dove in to help people deal with the 

tangle of legal issues that arise when losing home and life 

as one has known it. She loved this work, which dealt, she 

says, with “such pertinent issues, protecting the rights of 

these people.” 

    For a week, she was sent to the Congo to interview 

refugees from Rwanda about the genocide that had 

occurred in their homeland. “Governments were 

complaining that money was being spent on people who 

had participated in the genocide, so we were sent over to 

sort out the situation. We weren’t told much beforehand. 

It wasn’t until we arrived that we learned that all UN 

staff in the compound had been taken hostage several 

weeks before. There were great tensions between the rebel groups, and the 

government in Congo then was very unstable.”

 When word got around that the representatives from the UN were talking 

to refugees, things got uncomfortable. “The refugees were forcibly returned to 

Rwanda. We got up one morning, and all those people were suddenly gone. 

They seized most of the cars and the drivers, but let us go free. We had a car 

and drove out that night as fast as we could go—with our lights turned off. 

Oh yes, I was afraid.”

“Kalamazoo 

College 

provided a 

supportive 

faculty and 

a unique 

combination 

of classroom 

and real world 

experiences.”
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 Lewis was due for a new assignment in 

2000, and she needed to select a field post, 

but she had to think about her children. By 

then, she and Bruce had three young boys 

at home: Tristan, Julien, and Sebastien. 

Parental obligations were sobering, and the 

family had to consider safety over adventure. 

 School felt safer. Lewis resumed her 

studies and completed her Ph.D. in London, 

now defining her focus to international 

refugee law and studying political influences 

on international law. Returning once again to 

the U.S., she taught international and human 

rights and laws affecting refugees at the 

University of Houston Law Center in Texas. 

 “Human rights in business was a rapidly 

developing area around that time in 2010, and my corporate 

law background was helpful. Corporate responsibility was 

becoming more important, with ramifications surrounding 

the environment and human rights. We were talking about 

sweatshop conditions in developing countries, about how 

businesses must incorporate human rights principles into their 

business decisions.” 

 Lewis was in her element when teaching and working with 

human rights, but the only thing missing was … home? Once 

again, the family decided to return overseas, this time back 

to Brussels, Belgium, and this time, for good. In March 2011, 

Lewis and her family planted their flag and set down roots, not 

only with a home base but with a business. 

    Lex Justi is a specialist law firm that provides legal consulting services to 

multinational companies and nongovernmental organizations on human 

rights issues. 

    “Business with a consideration for human rights is being  taken up by many 

large European companies,” Lewis says, “but so often it 

seems—when you look at Nike, BP, Shell—that it takes a 

problem to create proactive policy and raise awareness.”

    Living abroad has given Lewis a clearer perspective, she 

feels, on the strengths of both sides of the ocean, and also 

on those areas of weakness. She sees these as a lawyer but 

also as a mother. “The boys have a very intense education 

here, and there are times I regret that they don’t have more 

time for their own interests, as they might in the U.S. At 

the same time, a strong education is accessible to everyone 

here, as it should be. Sports, the arts, all the cultural 

aspects are open to them. Europe leans toward the 

socialistic, the U.S. is very capitalistic. I would encourage a 

combination of both.” 

    Lewis pauses thoughtfully. Because the family keeps 

a second home in Petoskey, Michigan, where they spend 

their summers to stay closer to family there, they maintain 

an inside perspective on American life, too. 

    “I don’t mean to say one system is better than the 

other,” she says. “But we can learn from one another. 

Kalamazoo College taught me that, too—to look at home 

from an international perspective. When you live abroad 

for a while, you are able to step away and gain distance, 

have a different way of looking at things, be curious and 

start to ask questions. That’s the importance of a liberal 

arts education. I am really thankful to K for that.”  I 

“But we 

can learn 

from one 

another. 

Kalamazoo 

College 

taught me 

that.”

Corinne Lewis ’81 writes, speaks, and publishes 
regularly on business and human rights. Her 
recent work includes: 
“The Legal Profession and the Implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,” 
Advocates for International Development.

“Don’t Overlook Human Rights Risks when Negotiating and 
Drafting International Commercial Transaction Agreements,” 
International Law News, American Bar Association.

“Indigenous Peoples and the Corporate Responsibility to 
Respect Human Rights,” chapter in Handbook on Indigenous 
Peoples’ Rights, Routledge.

“Businesses’ Human Rights Responsibilities,” Forced 
Migration Review, Issue 41, December 2012, University of 
Oxford, Refugee Studies Centre. 
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Yongle Wang

Renjie Song (left) and Jiakan Wang

So why did they decide on K, 

well known for fostering a tight-

knit, intimate academic setting? 

The answers vary, but as recent 

graduates (all are members of the 

Class of 2013) Jiakan Wang, Renjie 

Song, Yuanyuan Wen, Weiwei 

Wang, and Yongle Wang begin the 

next chapter of their lives, they feel 

good about their undergraduate 

experience.

 Turns out they had a big time at 

the small college.

 A few of these Chinese 

students had never heard of K 

when they looked at applying to 

college, hoping to matriculate 

to universities like Harvard, 

MIT, or Yale, colleges with name 

recognition that spans the globe.

 While K sometimes does not 

make the short list of colleges for 

many international students, the 

reputation of the college is steadily 

growing in overseas circles, and for 

good reason.

 “A lot of (international) students 

look at rankings and build off that. 

We’re not Harvard or Stanford,” 

says Eric Staab, dean of admissions and financial aid. “But 

we are very good, and in some respects better. Many colleges 

consider international students as revenue generators and 

less as students—a cohort to make money off of. At K we 

don’t make a distinction between domestic and international 

students when it comes to recruitment.”

  A big driver behind international students giving K a 

hard look is the College’s generous financial aid, something 

that is only offered on a limited basis—or not at all—to 

international students at schools like Cornell and Stanford. At 

K, international students are eligible for the same level of merit 

scholarships as American student applicants.

 And there are other attractive aspects of the College 

that pull students in. The myriad benefits of the K-Plan—

from independent study to well-placed internships to the 

incomparable study abroad program—provide a meaningful, 

holistic higher education experience for students, while 

the college’s 12-to-1 student-to-professor ratio gives them a 

personal touch often lacking at larger institutions. 

 Staab stresses that although China is a booming market at 

the moment, he and his staff recruit in nearly 20 countries 

around the world. 

 Recruiting in international markets like China is also about 

sustaining a healthy student body at K. Over the next 10 

years, Staab says, demographic data show there will be a 20 

percent drop in high school students in Michigan. At the same 

time, the economic upswing in China has created a more 

college-going culture.

 Staab—who has made several recruiting trips to China—

admits that K is just now beginning to get a foothold in the 

market for Asian students. But as the College’s reputation 

for quality, student-centered learning, and tuition assistance 

grows there—through word-of-mouth as much as marketing 

strategies—expect to see more Chinese (and other 

international students) walking through the Quad.

Growing up in College
 You might say that a love for education is in Jiakan 

Wang’s DNA.

 Jiakan, 22, grew up on the campus of Wuhan University 

of Science and Technology, where his mother is a professor. 

He mingled with college students and developed a thirst for 

knowledge at a young age.

 “I felt like I grew up in college,” he says. “There was no 

question I would be a college student one day.”

The World on 
Our Campus

WRITER: CHRIS KILLIAN

They come from a nation of more than one billion people, hailing 
from cities that hold more people than the entire state of 

Michigan. Many attended high schools with student populations 
four times larger than that of Kalamazoo College.
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 Barely a teenager, he showed exceptional academic abilities and potential, becoming the top rated 

of the 120,000 middle school students in Wuhan, the economic and cultural 

hub of central China. He also was one of the best students in high school, years 

of education that are much more rigorous than what’s seen in the United States. 

Often, high school students have upwards of seven hours of class time and four 

hours of homework per day.

 When it came to picking a university, the Ivy League seemed a forgone 

conclusion, he says. Among others, he applied to Yale, Brown, Dartmouth, and 

Harvard, then waited for an acceptance.

    The rejections kept coming. Jiakan will be the first to say that because his 

written English needed help, the essays he wrote were likely not up to snuff. 

Kalamazoo College, which he heard was increasing financial aid for international 

students, was his backup choice. Thank goodness for great backups, he says, “I 

am glad I came here.”

    His scholarships increased yearly, but the College gave him a lot more than 

tuition help, both in education and experience. A computer science major, he 

became a teaching assistant in the department, but he also took other jobs, 

working in the library and the student fitness center. Along the way, he found 

support from students and faculty alike, becoming close with many of his 

professors, who not only gave him knowledge but also fostered close relationships 

with him.

    “This College is more than just classes,” Jiakan says. “It’s a community.”

When it came time to look for a job, he made the rounds at some of the most 

prestigious technology firms in the nation, giving interviews at Facebook, Google 

and Microsoft, where he was put through a gauntlet of 45-minute code writing 

exercises in front of software engineers from Carnegie Mellon, MIT, and Stanford. 

    Jiakan accepted a job at Microsoft in November 2012, seven months before he 

graduated. Confident in his abilities and the skills he learned at K, his biggest 

worry was whether his girlfriend will move to Seattle with him.

     “I leave K feeling very positive,” he says. “I think my future is pretty bright.”

 

A Special K-Plan Fit
Like Jiakan Wang, Yongle Wang was raised in a home with a college professor parent. But unlike her 

classmate from Wuhan, the 21-year-old wanted a small college from the very beginning of her search, 

and she sent applications to Oberlin, Kenyon, and Ohio Wesleyan. 

 But it was a meeting at her high school with Staab while he was on a recruiting trip in her 

hometown of Nanjing that sealed the deal for her to come to K.

  “I knew I didn’t want a big state university,” Yongle says. “After Eric explained what K had to 

offer—especially the K-Plan—I knew it would be a good fit for me. I had a really good impression 

early on.”

 When the math and English major got to campus, she knew she made the right decision.

 “I got used to K very quickly,” she says. “It soon felt like home.”

    She would end up leaving her new home a few years later, studying abroad in Aberdeen, Scotland, 

with 11 other K students. That experience made her realize the uniqueness of K.

 “Study abroad was kind of like a break,” she says. “It was a time to experience another culture and 

“There is 
a feeling 

at K 
that it’s 

important 
to have 

adventure 
and see 

what’s out 
there.”

Yuanyuan Wen
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learn more about myself.”

 Asked if it was strange to be an international student taking 

off to study in yet another nation, she shrugs her shoulders.

 “It was the same but different,” she says. “There is a feeling 

at K that it’s important to have adventure and see what’s out 

there. It was good to come back, through. I mean, the food is 

much better here.”

 As for the future, Yongle isn’t sure what her next step will 

be. She’s passionate about the arts, and film in particular, and 

sees herself making documentaries. What she does know is 

that her time at the College has given her the tools necessary 

to succeed, even if a concrete plan has not yet 

been constructed.

 “It’s a very tight-knit college. I have a niche,” she says. “At K 

you have a family.”

 

Strong Support System
 Yuanyuan Wen remembers her first day as a high school 

exchange student in Wichita, Kansas, as if it was yesterday. 

Having a rough go of it, she entered a restroom stall and 

stood there, feeling an overwhelming sense of loneliness, and 

wondering if she should just go back home to Nanjing.

 With the help of some classmates—and girls on the tennis 

team—she got over her homesickness. As for her first days at 

K, well, the feeling of those fretful first days in Kansas didn’t 

emerge like she thought they might.

 “Here, when you get to know someone, you really get to 

know them,” she says. “People don’t get lost, because everyone 

knows who you are. You are supported.”

 Compared to her fellow Chinese classmates, Yuanyuan 

applied to few colleges—Boston University and Agnes Scott 

College. But like her counterparts, she learned about K 

by chance.

 While scouring the message board on the website “Chinese 

Undergraduates in the United States”—a popular forum for 

high school students in China to learn more about American 

colleges, she encountered a friend talking about a Kalamazoo 

College information session, the same one Staab gave at 

Yongle Wang’s school. 

 What she learned—the College’s strong liberal arts focus, 

the K-Plan, and the women’s tennis team—impressed her, 

along with the raves K received in the book Colleges That 

Change Lives: 40 Schools That Will Change The Way You 

Think About College. 

 During her four years at K, Yuanyuan switched her major 

from theatre arts and sociology to psychology, a discipline that wound up 

getting her interesting work during her study abroad in Madrid, Spain, 

where she counseled AIDS patients and sick prisoners at a public hospital, 

supervised by two psychologists from prestigious American universities. 

 “I was amazed at what I was allowed to do there,” she says of her time 

at the hospital. “I did some good work there. It was a really interesting 

experience.”

 Nanjing will likely become home again, Yuanyuan says, opening a shiny 

package of Chinese cookies. She believes there are more opportunities for 

her there.

 And back home she intends to become an unofficial spokesperson for the 

College, telling soon-to-be high school graduates about the myriad benefits 

of a Kalamazoo College experience. 

  “I had more than an education at K. I had an experience,” she says.

Numbers Guy
Renjie Song’s friends have a playful nickname for him. They call him 

“the Robot.”

 Not because he’s wooden (just get him to laugh and watch his cheeks turn 

pink), but because he’s a whiz with his left brain.

 “You could call me a numbers guy,” he says. Renjie, 22, triple majored in 

mathematics, economics, and business while attending K. 

 Four years earlier, when it came time to look at where to apply for college, 

he stumbled across the opportunity by mere chance. Renjie had left his 

home in Shanghai and had flown to Hong Kong to take the SAT exam. 

While waiting in the airport to head home, he struck up a conversation with 



Weiwei Wang
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another student about where they hoped to go to college in 

the United States. Renjie had already applied to many of the 

top 100 universities in the U.S., and many in the top ten, 

receiving acceptance to Cornell and Tulane, among others.

 But his new friend asked him if he’d ever heard of 

Kalamazoo College, to which he had applied. 

 “I opened my laptop and applied to K right there in the 

terminal while waiting for my plane,” Renjie says.

 The acceptance letter from K came a short while later, along 

with an attractive financial aid package. Song crossed off the 

other schools. He was headed to Kalamazoo.

 When he arrived on campus, he was taken in by the stately 

trees, rolling hills of green grass, and the birds and squirrels. 

Gone, but certainly not forgotten, was the concrete jungle 

of Shanghai, a city of 23 million people, one of the most 

populous on Earth.  

 Renjie studied hard at K, and in his spare time took exams 

toward certification as an actuary. He is a numbers guy, after 

all. During his junior year, he participated in a semester-long 

internship in Philadelphia, working in equity research at an 

investment firm. Renjie was snatched-up by the audit and 

consulting firm Deloitte before he graduated, and he works in 

the company’s Chicago office.  

 Even when Renjie was immersed deeply in classes and 

buried nightly in books and numbers, his instructors were 

there to help. In fact, it wasn’t uncommon for his professors 

and other College staff to open their doors to him for meals 

and fellowship.

 “All my professors know me,” Renjie says. “It’s a small 

community here. You get to know people around you. The 

Chinese students. The American students. The faculty and 

staff. We all get together.”

Music and Chemistry
 While she was growing up in Nanjing, Weiwei Wang 

thought her future might be in music. But when her college 

years came calling, she knew she would be playing a 

different tune.

 Classically trained in violin since she was four years old, 

Weiwei, 22, passed-up an acceptance to music school in 

China for beakers and the laboratory at K.

 “I just had more interest in science,” says the chemistry 

major. “There’s something about it that I really love—making 

molecules, performing experiments.” 

 Professor of Chemistry Greg Slough saw Weiwei’s potential, 

and offered her a research position in the summer between her sophomore 

and junior years to study the synthesis of organic catalysts. That experience 

led to an 11-week internship at Vanderbilt University (Nashville, Tenn.), where 

Weiwei did research alongside graduate students.  

 She plans to earn her Ph.D. in organic chemistry and was accepted into 

that Ph.D. program at Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.). She began her 

graduate studies there this past fall.

 “I have the basic knowledge I need to do well in grad school,” she says. “My 

professors were always willing to help. I had a really good education here.”

 Compared to some of her fellow Chinese students, Weiwei’s decision to 

commit to K was fairly straightforward. A high school classmate of Yongle 

Wang, she attended the same Kalamazoo College information meeting that 

Yongle did. Impressed with what she heard, Weiwei knew the college would 

be a good fit for her.

 “I wanted a small liberal arts school,” she says. “Kalamazoo College has a 

good reputation. It was an easy choice for me.”

 When Weiwei arrived on campus, she was a bit discomfited by the 

quaintness of the College and the size of the Kalamazoo community, a far cry 

from the more than eight million that call Nanjing home. It would take some 

getting used to. Weiwei is a fan of the bustle of big cities.

 “I don’t know how I did it,” she says. 

 But she did, and Weiwei credits the ease with which she developed 

relationships with staff and students with helping her adjust, along with the 

support she received from her professors. She never put away that violin either, 

playing in the Kalamazoo Philharmonia—an orchestra of students, faculty 

and amateur and professional musicians from the community.

 About K, Weiwei says, “If I could, I would do it all over again.”  I



K students (l-r) Hannah 
Shaughnessy-Mogill, Meredith 
Edwards and Saribel Pages read 
a script written by a Kalamazoo 
County Juvenile Home student. 
Instructor Betty Lenzy is at her 
desk.

She created a sophomore seminar titled “Global (and Local) 

Shakespeare,” then sent her students to the Kalamazoo 

County Juvenile Home to help the kids there engage 

with Othello. 

 Robert Gallaway, a teacher at the Juvenile Home’s 

Intensive Learning Center (ILC) for the past 11 years, 

wasn’t certain how that effort would be received by his 

students.  “When my kids first heard they were going to 

study Shakespeare, they sort of rolled their eyes.” 

 The play that Smith selected—Othello—was written in 

1603. The title character is a Moorish general whose race 

is ambiguous, but he’s often been portrayed as black, or at 

least dark-skinned. The play’s themes of racism, jealousy, 

and betrayal may have had special interest to the students 

at the ILC. 

 “Some of the kids here feel that society has dumped on 

them,” observed Gallaway. “So maybe the tragedy aspect of 

Othello appealed to them.”  

 The Home’s ILC provides classes for students up to 17 

years of age. Some live at the Home; others just come for 

the day. All, however, have been convicted of a crime and 

ordered by the Probate Court to attend classes there (as part 

of their probation). 

 Sometimes the referral to the ILC is because of concern 

the student will be disruptive at his or her public school; 

other times it’s the opposite: there’s a fear that, for that 

particular student, the public school is “a negative 

influence.”  

 Unfortunately, some of the children, even before they’re 

sent to the Home, are quite familiar with it. “They’ve had 

brothers or sisters here in the past. For them, coming to the 

Home is almost a family tradition,” Gallaway said with a 

sad smile. 

 Smith empathizes with the ILC’s students. “We all have 

good days and bad days, but for the kids in the Home the 

difference between the two can be more dramatic. They 

sometimes have some really hard choices to make. Those 

who don’t live in the Home and just come for classes might 

not have had breakfast that day, or might show up in the 

same clothes they’ve had on for the last three days.” 

 As a result, for some, living at the Home is a welcome 

improvement in their life; they’re at least guaranteed three 

good meals a day and a measure of stability. 

 “When my students hear that some of the Home’s kids 

actually prefer to live there, they say, ‘Really?’ But that’s 
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“If I Could 
Change the Story ...”

WRITER: RANDALL SCHAU

Reading Shakespeare is a rite of passage for many high school 
students, but one place the Bard’s work typically does not make 

an appearance is at a juvenile detention/residence center. 
Associate Provost and Associate Professor of English Amy 

Smith decided to change that story.

Laura Manardo providing one-on-
one instruction to a student at the 
Juvenile Home’s Intensive Learning 
Center.
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because they don’t know how bad these kids have it,” 

Smith explained. “Then they learn that not everyone starts 

their day with breakfast and a hug, that some kids are 

disadvantaged from the moment they’re born.” 

 All of the ILC students involved in the 

seminar were ninth graders, but they 

presented a wide range of abilities. “A few 

read at the third-grade level,” Gallaway 

noted, “Others are really strong students. 

Teaching here can be a logistical challenge 

because some kids show up late or don’t 

come at all. Others can be disengaged; they 

don’t want to be here, and they’re resistant.”

 Saribel Pages ’15, from New York City, 

didn’t let that stop her. “When they were 

resistant, we were insistent!”

 The experience the seminar gave the K 

students was similar to one Smith had many 

years before. In her youth she worked in a 

New Hampshire group home for teenage girls 

“who had flunked out of foster care.” While 

there, Smith sensed that her future might be 

in teaching “when I realized that my favorite 

part of that job was helping them with their 

homework.”

 The seminar was created in conjunction 

with the Mary Jane Underwood Stryker 

Center for Civic Engagement, which 

promotes civic responsibility among K 

students and explores service-learning 

applications of academic learning. To prepare 

her K students for the experience, Smith 

assigned them to first read about the juvenile 

justice system, then take a tour of the facility, 

which Smith describes as a sort of ‘scared 

straight’ experience. 

 “They told us some shocking stories about the place,” 

said Cassidy Hillis ’15, from Portland, Oregon. “Like not to 

turn our back on the kids there. I think they were trying to 

scare us.” 

 “I know I was a little scared when I first went in,” 

admitted Laura Manardo ’15, from Grosse Pointe Farms, 

Michigan. 

 “I’d never dealt with people in that situation before,” said 

Mojtaba Akhavantafti ’15, a K student from Iran. “Some of 

them seemed so innocent, so young. I wondered how they’d gotten there.”

 “But it really didn’t turn out as bad as they said,” concluded Hillis. 

    “They’re just kids who’ve messed up,” said Pages. 

    To avoid problems, the K students were given some guidelines, such 

as going by first names only. For the girls there was 

a rough dress code. “I tell them to dress ‘frumpy.’ 

Nothing too revealing,” cautioned Smith. 

    The K students went to the Home twice a week for 

six weeks. Sometimes they taught the entire class; 

other times it was one-on-one. The K students taught in 

groups, and Smith never went with them.  

    “They were on their own. That’s part of the 

experience,” Smith explained. “And they were given a 

lot of latitude about how to present the material. They 

could read, they could act, they could show videos. 

Whatever they thought would work.” 

    “The teachers at the Home really trusted us,” said 

Pages. “They said, ‘Just jump in!’”

    “I was surprised at how much autonomy we had,” 

agreed Hannah Shaughnessy-Mogill ’15, from Lake 

Orion, Michigan. 

    Lesson plans were provided and were intended to 

fill the entire hour, but that didn’t always happen. 

“Sometimes we’d get through it in ten minutes,” Pages 

recalled. “Then we’d kind of look at each other and say, 

‘What now?’” 

    Gallaway certainly appreciated the K students’ help. 

“They were able to do so much one-on-one. When we 

deal with a larger class the kids can get off task.”  

    Standing in front of a class and teaching was 

something a number of the K students had never 

done before. “Some were really vocal, with really good 

teaching instincts,” Gallaway noted. “Others were a bit 

out of their comfort zone.”

    Because the K students went to the Home at 

different times and dealt with different students, they 

occasionally got together on K’s campus to share their experiences. “We’d 

talk about what worked for us,” said Hillis, who then added with a smile, 

“And what didn’t.”  

 The teaching of Othello was made easier by the book that was used: No 

Fear Shakespeare. On the left side of each page is the traditional language, 

on the right side is the same scene written in ‘plain English.’ 

 So, for example, “O wreched fool! That lov’st to make thine honesty a 

vice,” becomes “I’m such an idiot for always telling the truth!”

 The K students made a concerted effort to be positive, trying to find 

“When my 

kids first 

heard they 

were going 

to study 

Shakespeare, 

they sort 

of rolled

 their eyes.”
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something to compliment. “I don’t think all of them get 

a lot of praise in their life,” Meredith Edwards ’15 said. 

“But they took pride in being able to say that they’d read 

Shakespeare!” 

 Shaughnessy-Mogill recalled that one of 

the boys with whom she worked was initially 

very unresponsive. “Everything was, ‘I don’t 

know.’ But he really came out of his shell.”

 “It’s been a good experience,” Kaitlin 

Gotcher ’15 concluded. “It taught me not to 

pre-judge people.” 

 During the semester, the ILC students 

were asked to rewrite scenes from Othello 

to include their life experiences. In one 

such writing, a black Mazda sports car was 

driven. In another, a character posted on 

Facebook that Othello had contracted an 

STD by sleeping around. Some characters 

became zombies, while another ended up  

in the back of a police cruiser, and was  

later sentenced to 20 in years prison for 

attempted murder. 

 Perhaps reflecting his turbulent 

background, one boy wrote: “If I could 

change the story I would make the people 

not jealous of each other. If I did this 

everyone would be happy instead of angry. 

Desdemona’s father would accept Othello 

into his wonderful daughter’s life.” 

 Late in the semester, all of the students, 

from the Home and from K, came together 

at the same time and place. The scripts that 

had been written were read aloud. “Stanley” 

eagerly presented his own work. Others had 

their writings read by the K students, which 

seemed to validate the effort the Home 

students had made. 

 “Seeing the pleasure on their faces 

when we read their plays was one of the 

most fantastic experiences of my life,” said 

Akhavantafti. “They were just so happy!” 

 Smith knew the experience would be an eye-opener for 

her students, but she suspects there was an element of 

that for the ILC students as well. “Some of the kids in the 

Home have had a lot of promises broken in their lives,” 

she observed.  “I like to think that my students served 

as an example of following up on a commitment, just 

by showing up twice a week as they promised they 

would do.” 

    Edwards sensed some of the ILC students weren’t 

used to that. “When we came back for our second 

class, one of the boys said, ‘You’re back!’ as if he didn’t 

really expect we would come back.”

    Expressing a sentiment held by many of his 

classmates, Akhavantafti said that he hoped that the Home’s students got 

more out of the experience than just becoming familiar with a Shakespeare 

play. “Maybe we K students were an example for them of how there is 

another way to live life.”  I

“If I could change 

the story 
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not jealous 
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If I did this 

everyone 

would be happy 

instead 

of angry. ”
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Main entrance

 “Right now there’s not enough 

space for students to engage in 

the fitness and physical activities 

they consider an essential part 

of a residential liberal arts 

college education,” said Assistant 

Director of Student Involvement 

Kate Yancho. Yancho teaches 

dance in the College’s physical 

education department and 

serves as advisor to one of the 

largest and most popular student 

organizations, the Frelon Dance 

Company.

 “From the perspective of 

educating the whole person,” 

Yancho added, “the fitness and 

wellness center is a critical 

piece of the puzzle, and the 

need is urgent.” Yancho was 

a member of the Fitness and 

Wellness Center Planning 

Committee. That group’s duties 

included visits to such centers at 

residential liberal arts colleges 

that directly compete with K.

 “Prospective students and 

their parents judge and make 

conclusions about the entirety 

of an educational offering based on the perceived excellence 

of individual elements,” said Dean of Admission Eric Staab. 

“These elements include the state of being of campus 

buildings or even a single campus building.

 “The majority of students we try to attract to K will not 

participate in intercollegiate athletics but nevertheless are 

strongly interested in fitness and physical activities,” he 

added. “Prospective students and their parents consider such 

activities part of a liberal arts experience. And opportunities 

for them are an expectation.”

 A currently under-met expectation, according to Yancho. 

On track with its strategic plan, K has grown to more 

than 1,450 students, and those students are forming new 

organizations—many focused on fitness and performing 

arts. That excites Yancho because, in the K-Plan, student 

organizations serve as laboratories for the development of 

leadership skills. What alarms her is the absence of space for 

such growth.

 Her alarm morphs to enthusiasm when she thinks about 

the proposed fitness center’s design. “There will be four large 

multipurpose rooms flexible enough to meet the needs of 

student organizations we might not even imagine now.”

She loves the design of the building’s entryway. “Students, 

faculty, and staff have long decried the lack of an appealing 

gateway to campus,” she said. “With the two story windows 

opening up inside to outside and vice versa, one of the first 

things visitors will see is the vibrancy of K.”

 “Those first impressions are huge,” said Staab. “They can 

symbolize the vitality of all aspects of what we do at K.”

Staab also noted the fitness center’s vital effect on the 

retention of enrolled students. “Once a student is here 

we want that student to stay here, and a healthy happy 

experience is indispensable for that. That’s another reason 

the Office of Admission is so excited about this project.”

 Sited adjacent to the Markin racquet complex, the two-

story center will house a weight and cardio fitness area of 

sufficient capacity to meet the needs of all students and 

employees. It also includes racquetball courts, expanded 

locker rooms (for general use and for the K tennis teams), 

offices for the men’s and women’s tennis coaches, space 

for a tennis hall of champions, a seminar/meeting room, 

expanded storage areas, and an office and assessment room 

for the campus wellness director.

 Yancho is particularly excited about the building’s 

dance studio, which will have a proper floor and the right 

Fitness 
Center 
Priority

    RENDERINGS: TMP Architecture

The Kalamazoo College Fitness and Wellness Center is 
one of the most important priorities of The Campaign for 

Kalamazoo College.  Simply put, it is an indispensable element of 
an education that addresses the fullness of human experience, 

according to President Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran.
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“The trustees of the 

Charles J. Strosacker 

Foundation recognize 

that in order to help 

students and employees 

reach their full potential, 

Kalamazoo College must 

promote a healthy work-

life balance among all 

members of the campus 

community.” 

Bobbie Arnold, President and CEO, 
Charles J. Strosacker Foundation



equipment, including music capability. It 

will be K’s first appropriately dedicated 

dance space, an activity that has involved 

thousands of its students over the years 

and continues to grow. 

 Sharing Yancho’s excitement is 

campus wellness director Ken Wood, 

who expects exponential benefits for the 

health and wellness programs he creates 

and administers for K employees. He too 

operates those programs without adequate 

space. “For example, our yoga and Pilates 

classes often meet in the library,” Wood 

said. “We’re always settling for spaces that are not designed 

for the purposes for which we’re using them.”

 The wellness program was launched in 2007 to provide 

employees, retirees, and their families the motivation and 

means to lead healthier, happier, and more productive lives. 

The program’s stress on prevention fosters positive health 

outcomes. It enhances morale by investing in wellbeing, 

improves productivity, reduces absenteeism, and benefits 

retention and recruitment of current and new employees, 

respectively. “The new center will encourage more 

participation and will give wellness a more visible physical 

presence and build a campus culture of health that benefits 

everyone,” said Wood.

 Wood and Yancho also agree that the new center will have 

a profound effect on strengthening community ties. “This is 

a facility for everyone,” said Wood. 

 “A biology major using the cardio area to offset the 

stress of comprehensive exams will meet up with English majors playing 

racquetball,” said Yancho. “And all of them may get a chance to talk with 

an economics professor participating in a wellness program. And she may 

share a conversation with a Cirque du K alumnus working with current 

Cirque du K students. And all this could happen in 

the vestibule’s food area, which is one of my favorite 

design features of the building.”

    But it doesn’t have to happen there; the center 

will be the kind of space where everyone can 

connect with everyone else. Associate Vice President 

of Facilities Management Paul Manstrom, who 

consulted with the planning committee, said that 

his favorite design feature is the flood of light and 

openness one will experience as soon as one enters 

the building. “There will be an immediate visual 

connection with activities ongoing in all the areas,” 

he said. “In that sense, it will be much like entering 

today’s Hicks Center.”

    “A close-knit community always has been central 

to K’s history, and this building continues that 

tradition,” said Vice President of Advancement Al 

DeSimone. It also continues the College’s tradition 

of fiscal responsibility. “With a square-foot cost 

estimate of approximately $212, the building 

is frugal and efficient,” he added. According to 

DeSimone, a handful of donors have contributed 

a little more than half of the building’s $7-million 

projected cost. “That’s good momentum,” he said, on 

a project the entire cost of which will “be raised through philanthropy. We 

do not anticipate borrowing any funds to build the fitness center.”

    Executive Director of Development Teresa Newmarch noted that the 

center’s design reflects the College’s commitment to sustainability. The 

Markin site is an efficient use of the existing campus footprint, and no 

green space will be lost, Newmarch said.  And compliance with the 

College’s energy efficiency standard (part of its Sustainability and Climate 

Action Plan) makes it likely the building will use geothermal heating to 

maximize energy efficiency and minimize waste. 

 “The fitness and wellness center is an essential campaign priority,” 

President Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran emphasized. “I hope that many 

people use this opportunity to support The Campaign for Kalamazoo 

College.

 “The new center will be a resource for all members of the K community.  

Today’s students and their parents expect the residential, liberal arts 

college experience to offer (and balance) a student’s explorations in the life 

of the mind, body, and spirit. For that, the new fitness center is critical.”  I

“The fitness 

and 

wellness 

center is 

an essential 

campaign 
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At the end of January 2014, gifts and 

commitments to The Campaign for 

Kalamazoo College totaled $89.28 million. 

The impact of this campaign is being felt 

across campus. More than $8 million has 

been raised for scholarships that will keep 

K accessible to talented students regardless 

of their economic backgrounds. The $7.35 

million committed for endowed faculty 

chairs will ensure that K students learn 

from excellent faculty scholars. Donors 

have contributed $930,000 to support 

student research, including the Senior 

Individualized Project. More than $4.5 

million has been contributed for the new 

fitness and wellness center, which will 

promote healthy lifestyles and foster a 

closer campus community.

Please visit the campaign website, 

www.kzoo.edu/giving/campaign, for more 

information. There is a role for everyone in 

The Campaign for Kalamazoo College.  I

Entry area from second floor.

Campaign Update
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Inside entrance to the proposed 
Kalamazoo College Fitness and 
Wellness Center.



Plaque Story: 
Twelve Become One

On the outside wall of Kalamazoo College’s football field press box is a modest but somewhat enigmatic 

plaque. It reads, “Rodzina (Family) ’78 Angell Field Bleachers Section E.”  

 It acknowledges a donation to the College, but, curiously, not from anyone named Rodzina, and not 

from a family, although “rodzina,” in Polish, means “family.”  

 The story behind the plaque goes back nearly 40 years, to the fall of 1974, when 12 young men 

arrived as freshmen at K.  They didn’t know it at the time, but they were destined to become  

lifelong friends. 

 “None of us knew each other at first, but we all roomed at Hoben Hall, and over time we got to know 

each other,” recalls Rick Gianino. “We all played one sport or another, both varsity and intramurals, and 

we just became friends.” 

 That friendship grew, and by the time they were juniors, “the 12 of us had become a pretty cohesive 

group,” says Don Pobuda. In addition to himself and Gianino, it included Tom Wilkinson, Al Taracuk, 

Mark Price, Mike Shiparski, Steve Gallas, Neil Dorsey, Bob Cross, Spencer Krane, Rusty Meska, and 

Steve Stankewicz.

 When they were seniors the group was sufficiently established that the athletic director approached 

them with an offer: if the group would go to the then under-attended basketball games and cheer, he’d 

buy them a pre-game keg of beer and T-shirts. 

 “We couldn’t turn that offer down,” remembers Wilkinson with a smile. The group’s effort started 

what eventually would be known as the “Stingers,” which continues to support K basketball. 

 None of the 12 can remember the exact moment it happened, but at some point they named their 

group ‘rodzina.’ Gianino just recalls that, “some of our guys are Polish, and one of them mentioned that 

‘rodzina’ meant family. That’s what we’d become, so that’s what we started to call ourselves.”  

 It was an unofficial moniker then, and remains unofficial to this day, but it was sufficiently adopted 

by the group that late in their senior year each of them bought a black satin jacket, then had “Rodzina” 

stitched on the back. Thirty-five years later most still have their jackets. “But I’m sure some of them are 

a pretty tight fit by now,” jokes Gianino.

 After graduating in 1978, the 12 went their separate ways, but they remained in touch. Many of their 

The enigmatic plaque at Angell Field

Rodzina jacket, vintage 1978

Rodzina “brothers” Tom Wilkerson 
(left) and Rick Gianino, some 40 
years after meeting as freshmen

WRITER: RANDALL SCHAU
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weddings included at least one member of the group, which 

now includes three attorneys, a dentist, an insurance agent, 

a fund manager, a salesman, an economist, and a computer 

specialist. 

 Most have made their home in Michigan; those who 

haven’t live in one of the adjoining states. That 

proximity has allowed most to attend each 

year’s homecoming football game, or at least 

each fifth-year reunion. Until the men were 

about 35 years old, those visits always included 

a trip to Western Michigan’s football stadium 

for a six-on-six game of touch football. 

 A striking feature of the group is not just 

how close they’ve remained, but how regularly 

they’ve continued to see each other. Each year, 

for example, includes two annual events. The 

first is a golf outing, which now includes several 

of their grown children (two of whom have 

graduated from K). The other is a New Year’s 

Eve party, held at one of their homes. 

 “When we were younger they were blowouts, 

with kegs of beer,” admits Wilkinson. “Over 

time it’s evolved to be a meal with great wine 

and gourmet cooking. We’ve come a long way!”

 “When we get together there’s a lot of 

teasing,” Gianino says. “We never let a guy 

forget a mistake, such as when one of us 

didn’t finish his SIP on time and was given, at 

graduation, a blank diploma.” 

 On two separate occasions the group has 

even vacationed together. “We went on a 

Caribbean cruise in 2008,” recalls Pobuda. 

“That was the first time we tried to travel 

together as a group.”

 That outing went well enough that this past 

summer they decided to embark on something even more 

ambitious—a trip to Italy. “That was really a lot of fun!” says 

Wilkinson. “We had a terrific time over there!”

 Making the group outings more practical is the fact that the 

wives of the men have also become good friends. “They have 

as much fun getting together as we do,” Wilkinson laughs. 

“Maybe more!”

 Gianino appreciates that the value of the group’s bond hasn’t 

been limited to just the good times. “We have always supported 

each other in times of need. When someone has gotten really 

sick, or has gone through a divorce, or has had a parent die, 

we’ve always been there for each other. We’ve attended a lot 

of funerals over the years.”  

    Pobuda agrees. “We’re always there for each other, in 

good times and bad; we’ve all got each other’s back.” 

    The bond between the men again manifested itself about 

a year ago when K announced a need for donations to 

help fund improvements to its athletic complex. Gianino 

learned of the request and wanted to give, but rather than 

simply sending a check, he decided to involve his group. “I 

encouraged them to donate what they could, and to do it in 

the name of Rodzina,” he recalls. 

    “Rick spearheaded that, and we all thought it sounded like a good idea,” 

says Pobuda. 

    The result was a group donation large enough for acknowledgement with 

the plaque.

    “What makes the Rodzina group gift significant is that so many classmates 

came together to make a single donation,” notes Steve Oursler, one of K’s 

associate directors of development. “It was the way they pooled their resources 

that made it so interesting.” 

    That they did so shouldn’t come as a surprise; in one manner or another, 

the 12 have been pooling their resources for nearly four decades.  I

“We’re always 

there for 

each other, 

in good times 

and bad; 

we’ve all got 

each other’s 

back.”



Audrey Negro

According to the architects of K’s new advising tool—Paul 

Sotherland, associate provost and professor of biology, and 

Zaide Pixley, dean of the first year and advising and adjunct 

associate professor of music—the three methods (journal, 

pensieve, commonplace) can have similar benefits.

 Maintaining a “commonplace” book was a long-held 

tradition among scholars in Europe, writes Steven Johnson in 

“Where Good Ideas Come From.” Charles Darwin’s notebooks 

were a prime example. Far more than a diary, Darwin’s 

notebooks “quoted other sources, improvised new ideas, 

interrogated and dismissed false leads, drew diagrams and 

generally let his mind roam on the page,” says Johnson.

 All that seemed like a very good idea for K students, 

Sotherland and Pixley felt. A Kalamazoo College education has 

a lot of moving parts, from wide-ranging classes to internships, 

seminars, externships, conferences, clubs, and study abroad.  

Students are frequently so busy doing things, says Sotherland, 

that they don’t have time to capture it all on paper or to see how 

it all fits together. By organizing their activities and reflecting on 

them, Sotherland and Pixley believed that students could better 

understand and articulate how their individual K-Plans were 

coming together.

 An experiment with e-portfolios in the late 1990s had 

a similar goal, Sotherland says. But it came so early in the 

web-age that students first needed to learn to construct the 

web pages; that need, plus the fact that the early attempt 

was mandatory for students and a burden for those who 

administered it doomed it to failure, says Sotherland—“It died 

a quiet death.”
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Borrowing from 
Darwin’s Notebook. . . 

And Dumbledore’s Pensieve
WRITER: KAYE BENNETT

Capturing memories, preserving them, examining them, creating 
from them: Throughout the Enlightenment, scholars did it in their 

journals; Harry Potter’s headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, does it with 
a stone basin called a pensieve; Kalamazoo College students (and 

their advisors) do it with the new K-Plan Commonplace.

Kari Paine
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 But the need was still there.  This time around, the 

project’s champions decided to make participation completely 

voluntary, with a minimum of effort required on the part of 

students or any one campus department. “We realize that 

everybody’s busy,” says Sotherland. “So, to pull it off, it must 

be relatively easy.”

 Dubbed the K-Plan Commonplace, the project was funded 

by a grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-

Secondary Education (FIPSE ) and a gift from a K trustee. 

With the support of Provost Michael A. (“Mickey”) McDonald 

and help from a broad swath of departments 

across campus (“People at K are willing to 

jump in and try things,” says Pixley. “They 

have a positive restlessness focused on deeper 

learning.”), the project was launched to 

students in February 2013.  

 The K-Plan Commonplace is in essence 

an expanded transcript. Beyond just listing 

classes taken and grades earned, however, 

it also lists all other campus and off-campus 

activities that the student has experienced, 

categorized into the four guiding principles 

of the K-Plan: depth and breadth in the 

liberal arts; learning through experience; 

international and intercultural engagement; 

and independent scholarship. The activities 

are filled in automatically by the departments 

involved (the Commonplace is integrated 

into K’s data management systems), thus 

minimizing the amount of time any person or 

department has to spend filling it in.

 In each section of the Commonplace, the 

student is given space for reflections: It’s a 

wide-open opportunity to share a little or 

a lot about what is going on in one’s head 

at the time. “Understanding comes more 

deeply when you write about it,” says Pixley. Advisors use the 

Commonplace to help students understand how seemingly 

disparate experiences may be helping them achieve the 

breadth of learning that is part of the liberal arts education.

 First-year student Audrey Negro’s first experience with 

the K-Plan Commonplace came before she even arrived on 

campus last fall. As a member of the first class who would 

have all four years of her college activities tracked by the 

system, Negro got her first Commonplace e-mail during the 

summer, while she was still at home in Commerce, Mich. The questions 

she received then were focused on her general expectations for college.  

Negro said she answered the questions quickly, as directed (“It’s not an 

essay, just a quick reflection,” says Pixley), anticipating how she would 

feel when she got to K. After a month or two at school, Negro laughs, “I 

realized it wasn’t like I expected at all. I wasn’t nearly as 

homesick as I expected to be.”  Her ongoing reflections 

in the Commonplace will help remind Negro of the 

changes she sees in herself as her college years progress.

    On the other end of the student spectrum is Kari 

Paine, a senior from Manistee, Mich., majoring 

in economics. Instinctively sensing the value of a 

Commonplace vehicle, Paine had journaled her 

experiences ever since starting at K. When the K-Plan 

Commonplace was introduced, during her junior year, 

Paine jumped on board. Having kept track of her many 

campus and off-campus activities has proved its value as 

she writes cover letters, crafts résumés, and applies for 

graduate schools. The Commonplace, says Paine, “helps 

make my seemingly disjointed experiences into one 

synthesized whole.” 

    Over time, the success of the K-Plan Commonplace 

will be quantified by survey results and focus groups, 

but students and advisors are finding that its main 

benefits are more qualitative. From the advisor’s 

viewpoint, says Pixley, the K-Plan Commonplace is a 

quick way to see what the student is doing. By offering 

such insights, the relationship between student and 

advisor is enhanced, and the advising process can move 

along much faster.

    “Darwin,” writes Steven Johnson, “was constantly 

re-reading his notes, discovering new implications. His ideas emerge as a 

kind of duet between the present tense thinking brain and all those past 

observations recorded on paper.”

    As for Potter’s pensieve: Dumbledore explains that it helps keep his 

mind from becoming too crowded with old memories, and it gives him the 

chance to experience a particular memory again when needed.  

    And the K-Plan Commonplace? In the words of Kari Paine: “You can get 

to the end of four years and not realize where the gaps are. This helps you 

keep your thoughts in one place”.  I
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Erika Y. Robles Araya ’14 and 
Colin Lauderdale ’14

“The 21st century has brought a 

changed and ever-changing global 

landscape. Greater challenges, 

threats, and uncertainties haunt 

humanity. There are no clear or 

easy solutions,” writes Davis UWC 

Scholars Program co-founder and 

executive director Philip O. Geier in 

the program’s 2013 annual report. 

 Geier co-founded the program 

in 2000 with philanthropist Shelby 

Davis. “Information is abundant and 

readily accessible, yet knowledge 

and true wisdom seem elusive. The 

Davis UWC Scholars Program invests 

extensively and with confidence in 

the promise and future possibilities 

of selected scholars from around the 

world and their education at partner 

colleges and universities across the 

United States.”

 Kalamazoo College has been one 

of those partner colleges for six years, 

one of two in Michigan (the second 

is the University of Michigan). The 

Davis UWC Scholars Program began 

with five partner schools in the 

United States, and the Davis UWC 

scholars represented 31 countries. 

Today the program numbers 90 U.S. 

partner schools, and students (nearly 5,000) attend from 147 

countries.  

 “We’re an excellent fit for this kind of international 

program,” said Rod Malcolm, senior associate director and 

coordinator of international admission at Kalamazoo College. 

“The Davis scholars that come to K have a calming effect 

on campus. They bring a multifaceted perspective to every 

dialogue and discussion.” Calming, Malcolm adds, because 

few things rattle these already cosmopolitan students.

 A number of Davis UWC scholars have come to K. Their 

homes include Costa Rica, Guatemala, Haiti, Sri Lanka, and 

the United States, but each studied abroad for the last two 

years of high school at Davis UWC secondary schools across 

the globe, therefore arriving on K’s campus as foreign 

study veterans. 

 When the young scholars (and world travelers) arrive at 

K, Malcolm says, they make a difference for current and 

prospective students. “When high school students consider 

coming to K, one of the first questions they ask is ‘What 

are the students like?’ Our Davis scholars add another level 

of interest for incoming students. Students learn from their 

peers, and we want the kind of interaction that the Davis 

scholars offer. They are one more way to bring the globe to 

our campus.”

 In recent years, the Kalamazoo College advancement 

department has supported the effort to increase international 

recruitment by reaching out to alumni and other potential 

donors who are interested in providing financial support 

for degree-seeking students from all over the world. Several 

worthy Davis UWC scholars have benefited from these 

donors’ generosity. For example, the Drs. Ralph and Bonnie 

Wachter Swenby International Student Scholarship was 

established in 2011 to support one full-time matriculating 

international student. In 2013, the Van Dalson Scholarship 

Fund was endowed and will aid greatly in the enrollment of 

international students, including Davis UWC scholars. Also, 

the Rajnak Fund helps to defray the cost of transportation to 

K for international students.

The College’s Davis UWC Scholars
Colin Lauderdale ’14 
Lauderdale, a senior at Kalamazoo College, calls eastern 

Kentucky home. He came to Kalamazoo by way of the Lester 

B. Pearson College of the Pacific. He is majoring in biology 

with a focus on ecology. Colin writes for the College student 

newspaper, The Index, and has been involved with the 

LandSea wilderness orientation program during his four years 

World 
Changers 

WRITER: ZINTA AISTARS

It would be difficult to think of a greater challenge, or one of more 
importance, than the challenge to change the world, but that’s 

what the Davis United World College (UWC) Scholars Program is 
committed to doing—one student at a time.

In addition to the four 

students profiled in this 

article, two other UWC 

scholars call K home. At 

the time this article was 

being written, Vageesha 

Liyana-Gunawardana ’15 

(Sri Lanka) was on study 

abroad in Japan, and 

James Bui ’17 (United 

States) was just beginning 

his K journey.
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Davis UWC scholars study 
abroad during their final two 
years of high school, at schools 
like this one in Wales.



Maria Luisa Garnica Marroquin ’14

Carline Dugue ’13 participated in 
the Sustainability Fashion Show on 
campus.

at K. His Senior Individualized 

Project (SIP) focused on the forest 

economy in Kentucky. 

 Lauderdale has served as a 

student representative on the 

Lillian Anderson Arboretum 

Advisory Committee, as a 

teacher’s assistant for ecology and 

conservation, and as a member of 

the Committee on Food Policy. As 

a sophomore, Colin was executive 

board member of the Kalamazoo 

Outing Club, the College’s outdoor 

student organization. He’s an 

enthusiastic participant in College 

social justice and civic engagement 

programs. He completed his fourth 

season on the varsity cross-country 

team, his second as team captain. 

Erika Y. Robles Araya ’14 

Araya came to K from Buenos 

Aires, Costa Rica. She attended 

high school at the Red Cross 

Nordic United World College in 

Flekke, Norway, and is earning 

majors in business, Japanese, and 

psychology. She studied abroad in 

Japan for eight months and also 

completed an internship working 

with children in a Japanese daycare 

center, where she taught English 

language and culture. 

 At K, Araya has worked as a 

resident assistant, and her service 

learning project involved work with 

autistic children. 

 Araya is completing a SIP about 

nonstandard employment in 

Japan, a rising trend that affects 

mostly women. Nonstandard 

employment has caused cultural 

changes in a country that had been 

almost exclusively characterized 

by lifetime employment with one 

organization. 

 Extracurricular activities for 

Araya include dancing with the Frelon Dance Company, 

Japanese drumming, and tutoring athletes in a program called 

“Swimming for Success.” She is proficient in Spanish, English, 

and Japanese, and hopes to find an internship in finance or 

return to Japan after graduation. 

Maria Luisa Garnica Marroquin ’14 
A psychology major from Guatemala City, Marroquin attended 

Lester B. Pearson College of the Pacific. She worked as a 

resident assistant during her junior year at K and participated 

in the Great Lakes Colleges Association’s Philadelphia Urban 

Studies Program. 

 For her SIP she studied ways to improve relationships with 

caregivers and children placed in Guatemalan orphanages. She 

participates in the International Student Organization, Student 

Commission, the Frelon Dance Company, and K Desi, an 

organization to promote South Asian cultures and religions. 

Marroquin worked for three years as an assistant at the Center 

for International Programs, as a student assistant in the 

psychology/political science department, and in the College’s 

advancement office. Her civic engagement activities include 

tutoring children at Woodward Elementary School and working 

with Razas United Tutoring. 

 Marroquin is considering post-undergraduate work as a 

therapist or counselor and an eventual return to Guatemala to 

share all she’s learned abroad.  

Carline Dugue ’13 
Dugue, a chemistry major, has called many places across the 

globe home—at least for a time. Her family is from Carrefour, 

France, but Carline has lived most her life in Port-au-Prince, 

Haiti. She started high school in Haiti, but then transferred to 

the Davis UWC secondary school in Costa Rica. 

 She studied abroad in Spain and made an oral presentation 

of her SIP at a conference in Taiwan that showcased her 

research on the growing relevance of nanomaterial, particularly 

the usage of quantum dots in cancer treatment. 

 Dugue participated in the Frelon Dance Company, the 

Caribbean Society, the Black Student Organization, the Young 

Persian Society, and the American Chemical Society. She was 

one of nine K students who served their entire four years as 

tutors in the Community Advocates for Parents and Students 

(CAPS) program. She also volunteered at the El Sol Elementary 

School in Kalamazoo.  I 
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Making 
Hearts 
Stronger

When the mind and the spirit are in pain, the body often expresses that pain in a physical 

ailment. Heal the mind, heal the spirit, and, often, the body follows suit.

 Sue Johnston ’78 understands this mind-body connection in her private psychotherapy practice 

and as a cross-cultural mental health consultant in Minneapolis, Minnesota. She works with 

Karen women, an ethnic group from Myanmar (Burma). Many of these women suffer from post-

traumatic stress syndrome (PTSD) and other forms of trauma and often come to Johnston on the 

recommendation of their primary care physicians at health care clinics. 

 In Karen culture the notion that emotional or spiritual dis-ease may manifest physically is not 

prevalent, according to Johnston.  “Emotional pain doesn’t exist. There is no word for depression, 

for instance,” she adds. “So I talk with them about emotional pain in physical terms, which they 

understand.  I tell my clients who are working on PTSD: ‘We are making your hearts stronger.’” 

 The Burmese army has been engaged in civil war and ethnic cleansing of the Karen people since 

1949, the longest running civil war in the world. Women were raped, their families killed, their 

homes destroyed. More than 150,000 Karen people are currently living in Thai refugee camps.  

 “I visited one of the camps about three years ago,” says Johnston. “While no one can truly 

understand what these women have been through, visiting the camps has given me an idea of the 

environment they are coming from before they came to the United States.”

 Working on PTSD triggers, Johnston says, she gradually exposes the women to the noises they 

have come to associate with the horrors back home. “Loud noises of any kind remind them of the 

booming of artillery and the rumbling sounds of an approaching army,” Johnston says. “Most of 

my Karen clients are Christian, but they have trouble attending church here because, in Burma, 

the army would burn down churches on Sunday mornings while the people were worshiping.”

 Along with her work with the Karen women, Johnston supervises Somali mental health 

practitioners who provide children’s therapeutic services through Somali Youth and Family 

Services and Volunteers of America. She specializes in psychotraumatology for adults, adolescents, 

and children.  

During a group therapy session, 
Johnston’s Karen clients work with 
mosaics and discuss the metaphor 
of creating art out of broken pieces.

WRITER: ZINTA AISTARS
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 “I also work with police officers, fire fighters, paramedics, and people who have survived 

childhood sexual  and/or physical abuse—anyone who has gone through some kind of trauma 

and is now exhibiting symptoms of PTSD,” says Johnston.

 Much of her work is with the Karen women, but all her clients share things in common. 

“Police and fire fighters are people who are not often fond of mental health professionals or the 

idea that an emotional response to traumatic events, left unexplored, can have physical health 

consequences,” she says. “They tend to come from a tightly-knit culture of their own, and often 

their appointments with me are part of an involuntary screening protocol. Whenever a police 

officer has discharged his or her weapon at work, for instance, or has been under unusual 

duress, they are sent to me to be screened for trauma.”

    Crossing cultural boundaries, whether in Karen society or a public safety depertment, is 

something Johnston does extraordinarily well, and she attributes that skill to her Kalamazoo 

College education. A native of the St. Paul area, it was Johnston’s mother who pointed her in 

the direction of K.

    “My mother just loved to read college catalogs,” she says. “She found K and thought it was a 

good fit for me. She was right. I was a non-traditional kid in high school, an activist even then.”

    Johnston majored in political science, and her studies at K augured the career choices she 

made later. Study abroad took her to Madrid, Spain, and she based her Senior Individualized 

Project on two experiences:  her freshman summer work as a paid union organizer with 

migrant workers; and her Atlanta (Georgia) internship evaluating the impact of federally 

funded block grant programs on minorities.  Both programs involved research on policies 

developed in response to issues that affect minority groups and on organizing methods women 

use for self-empowerment.

    “All instances in my career harken back to my days at K,” she says. “Bill Pruitt, my African 

history professor, had worked for the Peace Corps, and that planted a seed in me to join.  As a 

Peace Corps Volunteer, I worked with a rural health unit to provide maternal and child health 

services in the Philippines. 

   “And Dr. [John] Spencer, from whom I took only one religion class, provided the framework I 

use today to work with those who are suffering. He taught me how to face suffering.”

 Johnston continues to use a book discussed in that religion class as a guideline in her 

practice. Man’s Search for Meaning by the psychiatrist Viktor Frankl is a memoir of the author’s 

experience in four Nazi death camps, where he lost his entire family, including his pregnant 

wife. From that background, along with what he learned from those he treated in his own 

practice, Frankl argues in his book that suffering is unavoidable. We can only choose how 

to cope with it, how to find meaning in our suffering, and how to move forward in life with 

purpose. Happiness is not our primary pursuit in life, according to Frankl. Finding meaning in 

our lives is what drives us most.

 “I will be forever grateful to K for introducing me to that book as a fabulous example of a 

liberal arts approach to education,” says Johnston. “I wouldn’t be equipped with all the tools I 

have today to help others if it weren’t for my years at K.”

 Johnston earned a master’s in social work at the University of Minnesota. She worked for 

many years as a clinical social worker in community services, mental health clinics, and 

children’s hospitals and clinics. She coordinated the crisis intervention response for emergency 

service personnel following the Interstate-35W bridge collapse in Minneapolis. She led a six-

person crisis response team to Biloxi, Mississippi, following Hurricane Katrina, and managed 

Johnston with her husband, Bill 
Stoeri ’78. The photo was taken in 
Korea, when the couple visited their 
daughter who was working there. 
Stoeri is president of the Alumni 
Association Executive Board and a 
member of the Kalamazoo College 
Board of Trustees.

After graduation, Johnston worked 
as a Peace Corps Volunteer in the 
Philippine Islands.
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and provided clinical oversight and crisis intervention 

services for a peer support program for law enforcement, 

fire, emergency medical, and emergency dispatch 

professionals. 

 “Kalamazoo College was much 

more useful to me than grad school,” 

says Johnston. “Grad school is very 

specialized, but K teaches you how to 

live a life.”

 As a result of a quality liberal arts 

education, Johnston insists, she has been 

able to look beyond her experiences and 

enter into those of others with a measure 

of understanding and compassion. 

 “K taught me to move into other world 

views,” she says. “It helped me see the 

world through the different cultural 

perspectives of the people I work with. 

I actually take on or switch into a 

different world view when I am working 

with them. And with what I learned at 

Kalamazoo and through Frankl’s book 

about finding the meaning in life, I 

can help people put into context their 

experiences and their pain.”

 Johnston described an emergency 

medical technician who had done 

everything possible to save a dying child, 

but had lost the child nevertheless. 

“Depite the tragic outcome, I try to help 

that person see that he or she served that 

child and that child’s family well.”

 In addition to assisting the refugees heal from PTSD, 

Johnston advocates on behalf of clients on public 

assistance and health care and assists immigrants to adjust 

to their new homes in the United States.

 “They often tell me they don’t understand the American 

system,” Johnston says. “I tell them that I don’t either!”

 Laughing together can help heal. As does yoga, rhythmic 

and calming movements, and art therapy. She facilitates a 

Karen women’s therapy group  in which one of the healing 

modalities is creating colorful mosaics, and the beauty 

created from broken pieces is an apt metaphor for their 

lives. Johnston approaches healing from all angles, and 

always with an open heart that makes the hearts around 

her stronger. 

 When her own heart begins to feel overwhelmed from the anguish 

around her, she relies on another lesson from her K days. “I listen all day 

to the stories of the horrible things that people do to each other,” she says 

somberly. “And I apply what Frankl said to myself, too. We have to look 

suffering in the eye, find its meaning, and then we can cope. If you believe in 

what you are doing, you keep going. 

 “And something else, another K lesson I’ve taken with me. When I was in 

Spain on study abroad, I studied with a professor who took us to the Prado 

once every week. I knew nothing about art. I still don’t,” she smiles. “But 

I know to balance pain with beauty. To this day, when the pain we deal 

with at my practice gets to be too much, I go to the art museum. I look at 

beautiful paintings until I have that balance once again.”  I

“K 

teaches 

you 

how 

to 

live 

a 

life.”



Coach Emelia Ward at a fall practice

They’ve picked it up extremely quickly. The team has worked 

extremely hard on their own, which is awesome to see as a 

coach. They’re very committed to get the team where they want 

it to be.”

 The Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association made 

lacrosse an official conference sport during the 2012-13 season, 

and seven schools fielded teams last year. Kalamazoo College 

and Saint Mary’s will round out the conference this year.

 Adding a new sport has already helped boost K’s enrollment.

 “This year we have 24 players and we’re looking to bring in 

about another 10 for next year’s team since we graduate about 

six,” Ward said. 

 “We’re willing to give everybody a shot or at least talk to us 

about what the program’s going to be like. We are 

generating interest, not only around the state, but 

around the country, that Kalamazoo College has 

a program and a goal to be a high-level program 

right out of the gate. We’ve had a really, really 

good response with the 2014 class.”

    A chance encounter with Ward at a Hornets 

soccer game convinced Arrellano to try lacrosse.

    “I was talking with her about how much I 

missed soccer because I chose not to play at K,” 

Arrellano said. “I didn’t know if she was joking or 

not, but she said maybe I should try lacrosse.

    “I went to a practice. It was different and quick. 

It was also a little intimidating because some girls 

have played three or four years.”

    Ward is no stranger to building a team from 

scratch, and that’s one reason the Hornets hired 

her, said Kristen Smith, director of athletics.

    “She has experience in starting programs,” Smith said. “She 

played Division One (at Manhattan College in New York); she 

was with Adrian College as an assistant coach and helped the 

head coach start the lacrosse program there. 

 “We’re extremely pleased and pleasantly surprised by such 

Two years later, the sophomore 

is one of three captains on 

Kalamazoo College’s first varsity 

lacrosse team, which began play 

on March 1.

 Emilia Ward, who was hired 

a year ago to build the 

new team, has a mixture 

of inexperienced players 

and those who played 

lacrosse on club teams 

or in high school.

 “Every member of  

our recruiting class 

this year has a lacrosse 

background,” Ward 

said. “They’ve at least 

played a few years of 

high school; some have 

played longer. The 

women who were here 

on campus, some of 

them we taught how to 

play last year.

 “A couple who 

were former athletes came to 

me and decided they wanted to 

try something different, so we 

actually taught them this year. 

WRITER: PAM SHEBEST

Elizabeth Arrellano played on her high school soccer team
in California. Playing lacrosse never entered her mind.

Elizabeth Arrellano (right) works on 
her defense at a fall practice.

“I love being 

here and 

being on 

the College’s 

first team.”

Lacrosse 
Launch
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a great response,” Smith added. “We have a full roster on the women’s side 

the first year out.”

 While lacrosse is one of the fastest growing sports in the United States, 

it’s just starting to grow in popularity in southwest Michigan.

  “In Grand Rapids, especially, it has definitely skyrocketed, and there are 

some really high quality programs there,” said Ward.

 “I would still say the vast majority of teams are on the eastern side of the 

state, however. It’s been fun to help this side of the state develop more as 

we run clinics and camps at our new athletic complex.”

 Arrellano, a psychology major with a concentration in community and 

global health, chose K because she really liked the feel of the school and 

the outcomes of the K-Plan. She was also assisted financially through 

various scholarships.

 Playing lacrosse is an added bonus.

 “All of us are amazed at how easily we all blend,” she said. “Within a 

week, we were all best friends.

 “Our chemistry and knowing we have a great coach already makes us a 

great team. I love being here and being on the College’s first team.”

 Ward described lacrosse as a blend of several different sports.

 “I grew up playing basketball and there are a lot of similarities between 

lacrosse and basketball in terms of the offensive and defensive skill sets,” 

she said. “When I didn’t really grow very much—I’m still around five-foot-

two—I figured I was not going to be playing high level college basketball, 

so I picked up lacrosse and really fell in love with the speed of the game. 

It’s so much fun to play.”

 Arrellano, who is a defender, said she now watches other sports to see 

how their defenses can impact her own play.

 “I watch basketball to see how they defend,” she said. “I’m watching 

soccer, watching football, to see how it transfers over.” 

 The Hornets aren’t stopping with the women’s program.

 “We expect to have a men’s head coach hired and at work at the College 

by July 1,” said Smith. “Hopefully a men’s club team will have enough 

players to play this spring, then start as a varsity team the next spring 

(2015). There’s a lot of energy and excitement that’s happening right now 

around the women’s program, and I’m really looking forward to having 

both programs on campus.”  I

Women’s Lacrosse 
• Object: To hurl the rubber ball into the opponent’s net
• Field: MacKenzie Field, the same one used for soccer
• 12 players per team 
      (4 attackers, 3 midfielders, 4 defenders, 1 goalie)
• Players move the ball by running and hurling it to a 

teammate
• Women’s equipment: protective eye goggles, mouth 

guards, cleats or turf shoes; goalie wears chest 
protector, gloves, helmet

• Two 30-minute halves with running clock (goals 
excepted) until the final two minutes when it’s a 

 stop clock
• Playing equipment: hard yellow ball between the size of 

a baseball and tennis ball; long shaft with mesh pocket 
head to catch and carry the ball, which can travel up to 
80 or 90 miles per hour (average is 60 mph)

• Penalties are called for infractions; yellow card takes 
a player off the field for two minutes and team plays 
a player down; second yellow card becomes a red card 
and player is out the rest of the game, and team is a 
player down for two minutes

• Season: Practice began in January; 17-game schedule 
began March 1 (see below)

Women’s Lacrosse Schedule
Date Opponent Time
March 1 DEFIANCE 1:00
March 8 at Benedictine (Ill.) 1:00 CT
March 9 at Aurora (Ill.) 1:00 CT
March 13 AUGUSTANA 6:00
March 23 at Denison (Ohio) 3:00
March 24 at Roanoke (Va.) TBA
March 26 at Thiel (Pa.) 7:00
March 29 KEUKA 1:00
April 2 SAINT MARY’S* 7:00
April 5 at Alma* 1:00
April 8 at Adrian* 7:00
April 16 at Trine* 4:00
April 19 HOPE* 1:00
April 22 at Albion* 7:00
April 26 CALVIN* 1:00
April 27 OLIVET* 1:00

Home games in BOLD played at MacKenzie Field
* MIAA contests

About

2014
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Friendships formed on campus in 
1984 (l-r): Chris Hole, Gila Dorostkar, 
Pam Clayton, Wendy Miller

Reunited in 2013 (l-r): Wendy (Miller) 
Kreitz, Pam (Clayton) Rosinski, Buzz, 
Gila (Dorostkar) Millar, Chris (Hole) 
Kanai

 During Homecoming and Reunion Weekend, 

I was stunned by all the new developments on 

campus. I could only repeat “Wow!” as I toured 

the new library, Hicks Center, the athletic field 

house, and other buildings. Eating lunch in 

the new dining hall was nothing like my Saga 

experience decades earlier! I felt proud of our 

school and its accomplishments and progress.

Why do I give?
I give because Kalamazoo College was where 

I learned how to be a grown-up with my own 

responsibilities, where I formed some of the 

best friendships I have ever had, and where the 

foundation was laid to prepare me for graduate 

school and, ultimately, my professional career. 

K was the stepping stone for the rest of my life.

 Our class reunion turned out to be a 

wonderful mix of nostalgia, friendship, and 

enthusiasm. We all fell in together again as if 

it was old times, even better. As my classmate 

Miller Schuck observed, “We are all the same, 

yet our personalities are all bigger.” Our 

personal growth mirrored the growth of the 

College: we had simply improved upon what 

makes us who we are. We have truly come into 

our own, and it all started at Kalamazoo College.

 Being back on campus reinforced why I give 

through the Kalamazoo College Fund and 

renewed my interest in being more connected 

to K. Back in the ’80s, alumni generously 

supported the costs of our education. I 

appreciated the opportunity to pay it forward. 

Last year, I increased my annual giving and 

WOW!
                WRITER: GILA (DOROSTKAR) MILLAR ’88

When K announced that it needed a class agent for my class, I was 
immediately intrigued. I was looking for a completely different 
volunteer experience. My class’s 25th reunion was on the horizon. I 
was eager to help with the planning and hoped to reinvigorate and 
deepen connections within our class. 

Difference Makers
All alumni, regardless of age or stage 
in life, have the potential to make a 
difference for Kalamazoo College.  
 Gila (Dorostkar) Millar ’88 serves 
as a volunteer and gives to K through 
the Kalamazoo College Fund. Your 
opportunities to make a difference 
include:

• Identifying and recruiting 
prospective students

• Offering internships and 
externships

• Mentoring students
• Serving as volunteers
• Making charitable contributions

 Learn more about these important 
alumni engagement opportunities at 
kzoo.edu/alumni/stay-involved.  
The fiscal year concludes on June 30. 
Please consider a gift today at 
kzoo.edu/giving. 

Take the Reunion 
Giving Challenge
Alumni classes celebrating reunions 
in this fiscal year (July 1, 2013, to June 
30, 2014) have a unique opportunity 
to make an immediate and profound 
difference in the lives of K students.
 Commemorate your reunion with 
a new or increased gift through the 
Kalamazoo College Fund between now 
and June 30 at 
www.kzoo.edu/giving/reunion. 

Thank you for your dedication to the 
Kalamazoo College student experience. 

Fall 2013 Reunion Classes
1963, 1968, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1988, 
1993, 1998, 2003, 2008

Emeritus Club Reunion Classes
1939, 1944, 1949, 1954, 1959

became a member of the 

1833 Society. How incredibly 

rewarding it was during reunion 

weekend to revel in all that is 

Kalamazoo College, knowing my 

own efforts continue to sustain 

a similarly rich experience for 

today’s students.  
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“Hornet Pride” spread itself throughout Homecoming and Reunion Weekend 2013. More 

than 1,200 guests returned to their alma mater, and the glow of orange and black radiated 

across the campus quadrangle and down to the athletic field complex.

 There was something for everyone! Friday morning’s “Community Reflections” program  

in Stetson Chapel featured the 2013 alumni award recipients as guest speakers. The 

Alumni Association Executive Board (AAEB) and the Center for Career and Professional 

Development (CCPD) co-hosted a “connections reception,” a wonderful opportunity 

for alumni to connect with one another and with students. Friday night informal class 

gatherings occurred across campus and in the city of Kalamazoo.

 The fun continued on Saturday! More than 200 alumni and friends participated in the 

annual 5K Walk/Run. The Fresh Food Fairy (see photo back page) entertained younger 

guests (and their parents) with hands-on tasty edibles, including pedal-powered smoothies. 

Alumni lunched under a big tent on the quad, and K’s talented students provided fun with 

music and circus arts performances. Many alumni hopped on the K Spirit Shuttle Bus to the 

athletic field complex to watch the football game; others found their way to the library’s 

television studio to record a favorite K story for Story Zoo.

 Festival Playhouse of Kalamazoo College celebrated its Golden Anniversary with “An 

Evening of Kalamazoo College Theatre Alumni Scenes”—staged readings presented by 

alumni of past Festival Playhouse productions.

 Eleven classes (1963, 1968, 1983, 1988, 1983, 1988, 1993, 1998, 2003, 2008, and 

2013) gathered for Saturday reunion festivities. Great fun was had by all, and laughter and 

conversation flowed from each of the reunion gatherings well into the evening.

 The Campus was a tad quieter on Sunday. A few K alums were still relishing their K 

memories as they walked across the Quad. The sun shone brightly through the trees and 

touched the orange and black balloons, like a promise for a great homecoming in 2014! 

Homecoming 2013: 
Something Fun 
for Everyone 
WRITER: KIM ALDRICH ’80, DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI RELATIONS

Save the Date!
Homecoming and Reunion 

Weekend is 
October 17-19, 2014! 

All alumni, faculty, 
students, staff, and 

K friends are invited. 
Reunion celebrations will 
take place for the Classes 

of 2009, 2004, 1999, 
1994, 1989, 1984, 1979, 

1974, 1969, and 1964, 
along with a gathering 
for the Class of 2014. 

Homecoming 2014 marks 
the 40th Anniversary of 

the LandSea program, 
and there will be a special 

gathering for LandSea 
participants on Saturday, 
October 18. Please mark 

your calendars now 
and plan to return to 

campus for an exciting 
weekend filled with many 
opportunities to connect 
with classmates, faculty, 

and friends.  
www.kzoo.edu/homecoming 
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Distinguished Service Award 
Rick Halpert ’69 is the 2013 Distinguished Service Award 
winner. The economics major earned his J.D. from Indiana 
University Law School and today works as a trial attorney 
in Kalamazoo, concentrating on burn injuries. Cited 
among “The Best Lawyers in America,” Halpert has written 
40 chapters in trial lawyer manuals. For many years he 
was first vice president of the Phoenix Society for Burn 
Survivors, and this year, at the World Burn Congress, 

he will receive the Breslau Award, the highest honor bestowed by that organization. Halpert 
maintains many ties to Kalamazoo College and says, “the most exciting involvement was being 
named a visiting professor and teaching a yearly course called ‘The American Jury Trial.’ ”

Distinguished Achievement Award
Daniel Nepstad ’79 received the Distinguished Achievement 
Award.  Nepstad majored in biology, studied abroad 
in Germany (Erlangen) and did internships at the 
Environmental Protection Agency (Philadelphia) and 
Richfield Nature Center (Minneapolis).  He earned his M.S. 
in plant ecology from Michigan State University and a Ph.D. 
in forest ecology from Yale. A tropical ecologist and public 
policy analyst and writer, Nepstad expanded his original 

area of interest (Brazil and the Amazon River basin) to include global climate and forest issues. 
He has published more than 140 scientific articles and book chapters as well as three books.

Young Alumni Award
Jeff Marinucci ’00  is really 01, as in the first recipient of the 
Alumni Association’s Young Alumni Award.  He graduated 
with a major in economics and business, a concentration in 
international commerce, and a minor in mathematics.  He 
studied abroad in Clermont-Ferrand, France, and completed 
internships at EDS in Detroit and Motorola in Tokyo. 
After graduation Marinucci moved to Chicago to work for 
Motorola where his duties during the next decade took him 

across the U.S. and to Asia, Africa, Europe, and Latin America.  In 2009 he established his 
own business—Perpetual Motion Fitness Corporation—which offers, via technology and the 
Internet, personalized health and wellness solutions to people.

Weimer K. Hicks Award
For a distinguished K career that spanned more than three 
decades Joellen Silberman was honored with the Weimer K. 
Hicks Award. Silberman served in many positions in the 
departments of financial aid and enrollment and retired 
(2011) as the College’s vice president for enrollment. She 
co-chaired the implementation of the Datatel Colleague 
Enterprise Resource Project and was active on more than 
25 committees at the school, including the Academic 

Standards Committee, the Committee on Financial Aid Satisfactory Academic Progress, and the 
Committee on Admission and Financial Aid.  Even though Silberman is retired, the College still 
seeks on occasion her wisdom and advice.
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Individuals
The 2013 class of individual inductees into the Kalamazoo College 
Athletic Hall of Fame plied their talents in the water and on two kinds 
of courts with different nets. The four outstanding athletes are Jack 
Hosner ’88 (Men’s Tennis), Ven Johnson ’83 (Men’s Tennis), Julie Redner 
’81 (Women’s Swimming and Diving), and Dirk Rhinehart ’03 (Men’s 
Basketball). Pictured are (l-r): Hosner, Johnson, and Rhinehart. Redner 
was unable to attend the ceremony.

Teams
Tennis … everyone! Each of the 2013 Athletic Hall of Fame teams 
(Men’s Tennis 1991, 1992, and 1993) were MIAA champions and 
National Champions!  Pictured are (top to bottom): Men’s Tennis 
1991; Men’s Tennis 1992; and Men’s Tennis 1993.

Athletic Hall of Fame Awards

Festival Playhouse of Kalamazoo College is celebrating 
its Golden Anniversary season (2013-2014) with many 
events, and perhaps none will be as special as was 
Homecoming 2013’s “An Evening of Theatre Alumni 
Scenes.” 
 “Tonight,” wrote Ed Menta, the James B. Stone 
College Professor and director of theatre, “we present 
some of the memories of a half century of work and 
demonstrate some of the lessons of how the theatre 
teaches us how to live our lives.” Eighteen alumni and 
friends of Festival Playhouse gathered to reprise scenes 
from nine plays. Menta came up with the idea two years 
ago. And it’s a good thing it wasn’t any later because 
a great, seemingly simple idea occasionally requires 
great effort (in this case, from many friends of Festival 
Playhouse) to bring to fruition. And when the idea works, 
it is beautiful to behold!
 Such was the case with “An Evening.” The scenes 
were dedicated to the memory of Professor Emerita 
of Theatre Nelda K. Balch (1916-2011) “and to the 
thousands of theatre artists who have helped shape the 
last 50 years of Festival Playhouse,” wrote Menta.
“One of the wonderful and most mysterious things about 
the theatre is the poetic nature of the space where a 
play is performed. How many times have actors kissed 
in this very space? Or slapped one another? Or shouted 
in joy or pain?
 “All of those words, those actions, and those 
moments are still hanging in this space of the Nelda K. 
Balch Playhouse. 
 “And how many times,” Menta continued, “have our 
students ‘found themselves’ in a play; in the dedicated 
(and often unglamorous) work of nightly rehearsal; or 
in the sweat and delicate balance of focusing one more 
lighting instrument on the catwalk? During their four 
years of classes our students found respite, growth, and 
life lessons in the complex world of staging a play.”

Moments of 
50 Years

(Continued on page 43)



 Below are the names of those who returned 
for “An Evening,” reprising moments (some 
long ago, others recent) when persons and 
play merged in the matter of sounds, images, 
thoughts, and emotions. The plays that provided 
the material for such moments are listed 
in parentheses: Emily Harpe ’08 and Emilia 
LaPenta ’10 (Hamlet, by William Shakespeare); 
Lynda Berge ’91 and Rich Hutchman ’91 (The 
Tooth of Crime, by Sam Shepard); Emily Harpe, 
Wa-Louisa Hubbard ’03, Betsy King ’05, Anne 
LaTarte ’03. and Lisa Ludwinski ’06 (Top Girls, by 
Caryl Churchill); Professor Emerita of English 
Gail Griffin and Laura Livingstone-McNelis ’89 
(Uncommon Women and Others, by Wendy 
Wasserstein); Ryan Anthony Hatch ’04 and 
Matt Pieknik ’04 (Pullman, WA, by Young Jean 
Lee); Kristala Pouncy ’02 (Twilight: Los Angeles, 
1992, by Anna Deavere Smith); Peg Small and 
Robert L. Smith (The Cherry Orchard, by Anton 
Chekhov); Ben Harpe ’09 and Laura Fox ’10 
(Suburbia, by Eric Bogosian); and Todd Beck 
’60 and Bill Vincent ’60 (Waiting for Godot, by 
Samuel Beckett). 
 Perhaps the best measure of a great idea is 
the urge to repeat it. Sure enough, after the 
event, there was much talk about doing it again, 
same time next year.

 Two final events cap Festival Playhouse’s 
Golden Anniversary celebration. First up (in the 
Dungeon Theatre) is the Spring quarter Senior 
Performance Series (May 1-4) featuring The 
Chairs, by Eugene Ionesco, and How Miss Long 
Beach Became Miss Long Beach, an original 
script by Alejandra Castillo ’15. The final main 
stage production of the Golden Anniversary 
season will be Peer Gynt, by Henrik Ibsen, with 
performances in the Nelda K. Balch Playhouse, 
May 15-18. For more information see  
www.kzoo.edu/theatre.

Matt Pieknik ’04 (left) and Ryan Anthony Hatch ’04 
read a scene from Pullman, WA during Homecoming 
2013’s “An Evening of Theatre Alumni Scenes.”



Chanice Moore ’14 
Ruth D. Butiu Endowed 
Scholarship 2013 recipient

Chanice Moore transferred to 

K because of the strength of its 

Chinese program, a subject she 

has studied for the past eight 

years. “Receiving this scholarship 

lightened my financial burden, 

allowing me to focus more on 

the most important aspect of 

school—learning,” Chanice says. 

Last summer she studied abroad 

in Shanghai, China, where she 

had the chance to take intensive 

Chinese language courses at Fudan 

University and immerse herself 

deeply in the culture. For her Senior 

Individualized Project (SIP), she 

created a cookbook based on her 

experience with Chinese culture 

and cuisine. 

Julia Duncan ’14 

Dorothea (Dottie) A. 
Carmody Endowed 
Scholarship 2013 
recipient

“Dorothea Carmody’s 

generosity in creating 

this scholarship allowed 

me to grow both as a student and a citizen” says Julia. She’s a 

Department Student Advisor for the American Studies program, 

working with students who are considering the concentration. 

Her SIP examined the presentation of the ideal female form in 

the media from 1950-1970, and how the promulgation of that 

“ideal” created strict expectations for a woman’s body, beauty, 

and intelligence. Last summer Julia worked in the Lakeshore 

Museum Center, the public museum for Muskegon County, 

where she collaborated with professionals in the public history 

field and solidified the experience as a viable career option.

Brittany Amor ’14 

The Anne W. Suck 
Endowed Scholarship 
for the Sciences 
2013 recipient 

A portion of Brittany’s 

SIP, a literature review 

on dental implants, 

involved working as an 

intern at Blue Water Dentistry with Erin Charnley ’02, D.D.S.  

Brittany established a long-term relationship with Charnley 

and other staff members. In addition to maintaining the Blue 

Water’s website and Facebook and Twitter accounts, Brittany 

learned to take dental impressions and build plaster models 

based on them. The internship gave her a chance to practice and 

build skills she plans to perfect in dental school. “Without the 

financial assistance of scholarships,” says Brittany, “I would not 

be able to complete my life-long dream of becoming a dentist.”  I

Women for 
Women

WRITER: CAITLIN PAYNICH

It’s as profound as it is simple: individuals and families who 
provide gifts to the College through their wills or estate plans 

make the exceptional educational experience of Kalamazoo 
College available to talented students. For example, Chanice, 

Julia, and Brittany received scholarships established by women 
from the College community, allowing the students to focus on 

their goals rather than tuition costs. 

To learn more about 

how your planned gift 

can open opportunities 

for future K students, 

contact Heather Jach 

(269.337.7281 or Heather.

Jach@kzoo.edu) or 

visit the planned giving 

website at www.kzoo.

edu/plannedgiving.
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Cross Junctions by Rich Bailey

Kalamazoo College alumna Gail (McMurray) Martin ’74 released to high acclaim Begin 

Empty-Handed, her second book of poetry. The volume was selected from some 500 submissions 

for the 2013 Perugia Press Prize. Martin, a member of a group of recognized Kalamazoo poets who 

have been influenced and inspired by, among others, Professor Emeritus of English Conrad Hilberry 

and Writer in Residence Diane Seuss ’78, has made this collection of poems in a way fully deserving 

the acclaim.  

 If one takes the advice of the book’s title and approaches the book in an attitude of “empty-

handedness,” one will leave it with an arm-full of insights, recognitions, appreciations, and renewed 

strength for one’s own journey. 

 The book begins prayerfully, the speaker with hands open and empty, moving torward some 

junction at blessing / and question. 

 This junction of wonder, awe, confusion—a place between nature’s beauty and grace and its 

equally breathtaking indifference—is where most of the travels through this collection take the 

reader. Sometimes the balance is tipped one way or the other, but this place of equipoise is where 

the poems return.  Each juncture, each fork, brings an opportunity for a sometimes startling 

realization or a sudden understanding of ourselves and the world that makes the encounter 

rewarding and worthwhile.   

 In these poems things soar: the blue jay, robin, swallows and hawks, finches, grackles, wrens, 

chickadees, woodpeckers and nuthatches, as well as planes, boys leaping across a creek, and, more 

often than not, our hopes, our desires, our spirits. One also finds the things that move below, that 

dive and dart: the minnows, sardines, whales, seahorses, white sharks, and, again, our hopes, 

dreams, and spirits. We travel between, soaring on occasion, knowing that gravity will bring us back 

to earth, and, at other times, wading, diving or falling into the dark water, clinging to the speaker’s 

advice to her daughter: when you’re in the deep; recall the surface.  

 Herein are expertly crafted images, memories, and stories of loss, tests of love and raising 

children, the difficulties and gifts of intimate relationships, the rewards and costs of reaching out to 

help others who may appear to be beyond our help, and the feelings of helplessness that occasionally 

ensue—feelings, we are reminded, that are something quite different than impotence.  Yes, of course, 

grief can jump and roll us and empty our pockets, and sometimes God sips scotch and shrugs but 

ultimately, like That man alone on the spot-lit stage juggling,  we can scoff, accept, not hesitate and 

continue to pay attention, catch whatever gets thrown … and put it in motion.

 While the speaker is often caught between the world she reaches for and the world she faces, she 

struggles to resist the urge to turn her back on either, and with quiet strength and dignity, joy and 

sorrow, moves through her encounters with an inexorable world. 

 No landscape is easy. You can’t count on what you know, not / the way hayfeed-to-pasture ratio predicts 

butterfat in cows, but while you wait for a sign / from the world at large...something small and reliable, 

you can learn the nature of unwanted gifts—learn that, subject to fierce attentiveness and thinking, 

our lives, perhaps, like old diamonds fading, can still show that every facet throws light, despite the 

awareness that, eventually, we will lose all of it.   

 Martin works as a psychotherapist in private practice in Kalamazoo where she lives with her 

husband.  Her first book of poetry, The Hourglass Heart, was published by New Issues Press in 2003. 

• • • •

 Rich Bailey has taught high school English and coached baseball for more than 30 years. And for much 
longer than that he’s loved literature and poems. Like Gail Martin, he was a longstanding member of Con 
Hilberry’s night poetry classes.
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Richard C. Howlett ’41 died on August 4, 2013. He earned his bachelor’s degree 

with a major in history. He was a veteran of World War II and served in the United States 

Army. Howlett began his teaching career in the Stockbridge (Mich.) Public Schools. He 

taught history and sociology, and he also coached football, basketball, and baseball. He 

later became principal of Stockbridge High School, retiring in 1980. His career in public 

education was a distinguished one, and the school district named two buildings in his 

honor: Stockbridge High School Richard C. Howlett Campus and Howlett Elementary 

School in Gregory (Mich.). Howlett also served as a village council member, and he was 

a member of Stockbridge United Methodist Church. In 1995, the Kalamazoo College 

Emeritus Club honored Howlett with its Citation of Merit Award. He enjoyed reading, 

golfing, and many other sports.

Dorothy (Hart) Thomson ’42 died on October 20, 2013. She graduated from K with 

a degree in biology and attended Iowa State University while working on a master’s degree 

in zoology. She married George Thomson in 1945 and lived in Ames, Iowa, where they 

raised three sons. After George’s death in 1993, she married John Shelley and continued to 

live in Ames until her death.

Joan (Macomber) Kelly ’49 died on October 22, 2013, in Fort Myers, Fla. She 

attended Monticello College for Women in Illinois and completed her social work degree 

at Kalamazoo College. She worked for several years in the Kalamazoo county court system 

helping juveniles. She married Jim Kelly in 1949 and settled in Kalamazoo, raising three 

children. Throughout her life she had a strong commitment to community service. She 

worked on behalf of the Pretty Lake Vacation Camp in Michigan, the Service Club of 

Kalamazoo, the Darling National Wildlife Refuge on Sanibel Island (Fla.), and the HOPE 

Hospice in Fort Myers.

Dona Ruth Barnes ’50 died on November 6, 2013. She graduated from K with 

a major in biology. She was an active member of First United Methodist Church in 

Kalamazoo. She was actively involved in her bridge club, volunteer work, and Bible 

study, and she enjoyed luncheons with her friends. She also tended gardens at her homes 

in Kalamazoo and Gull Lake and, for many years, at her church. She was a talented 

seamstress, home maker, and cook. 

Garalee  (Hoppe) Greenwald ’64 died on November 18, 2013. She grew up in 

Kalamazoo and in Carlsbad, Calif. At K she majored in English, studied abroad in Bonn, 

Germany, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, and graduated cum laude. She earned a master’s 

degree from the University of Michigan in 1966. That year she married Gilles Six and 

moved to Amherst, Mass. In 1971 she moved to Brockport (N.Y.), and she lived in the 

Rochester (N.Y.) area ever since. She married Howard Greenwald in 1984. She was a 

long-time employee of Monroe County in the department of social services and the office 

of probation, from which she retired as a senior probation officer in 1997. Greenwald was 

a dedicated and knowledgeable gardener and over the years the affectionate guardian of 

several dogs. During the last years of her life, she faced both breast cancer and Parkinson’s 

disease.  She is survived by her husband, two sons and their wives, and a grandson.
Garalee Hoppe on the day she 
graduated from K

In 
Memory
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Margaret (Anderson) Noecker ’79 died on August 15, 2013. She is survived by her 

husband, William, and their children, Drew and Leah. Noecker earned her bachelor’s degree in 

psychology (with honors) and studied abroad in Madrid, Spain. She and her husband, whom she 

married in 1981, together founded an aluminum fabricating company named Brasco International, 

Inc., with locations in Madison Heights and Detroit. The most important thing in her life was 

her family. She also had a deep love of animals and rescued numerous dogs over the years. 

She exercised her mind by competing with the contestants on the game shows she watched on 

television. She had a secret ambition to compete on “Rock and Roll” Jeopardy.

W. Haydn Ambrose died on September 6, 2014. Ambrose became vice president for 

development at Kalamazoo College in 1983. In that position he oversaw fundraising, alumni 

relations, public relations, publications and research, and launched a major capital campaign. 

Prior to that he had served the College since 1967 in numerous roles, including assistant to 

the president for church relations, dean of admissions and financial aid, and associate director 

of development. He retired in 1988. Before joining Kalamazoo College, Ambrose was national 

director of campus ministry for the American Baptist Churches, based in Valley Forge, Pa. He had 

been the Baptist chaplain at the University of Illinois, and pastor of the First Baptist Church in 

Mankato, Minn. Ambrose was born in Ammanford, Wales, in 1922 and moved to the U.S. with 

his family as a child. He received bachelor’s degrees in history and theology from Eastern College 

and Eastern Baptist Seminary and was ordained to the ministry in 1945. He later studied at the 

Lancaster Seminary, the University of Illinois, and Western Michigan University, where he earned 

a master’s degree in educational administration. In 1963, he received an honorary doctorate from 

the American Baptist Seminary of the West. In addition to numerous church curriculum texts, 

Ambrose was the author of The Church in the University, published in 1969. The work reflects his 

lifelong commitment to the role of educational institutions in helping individuals and groups 

learn together in a context of freedom and creativity. He was an avid reader of history, theology, 

philosophy, and science, and was very devoted to his Welsh heritage. He was very active in church 

and community groups, and met each week with other retired faculty and staff members of 

Kalamazoo College.

E. (Edwin) Spencer Parsons died in October 2013. He received an honorary degree 

(Doctor of Divinity) from Kalamazoo College in 1966. Parsons attended Denison University, 

Union Theological Seminary, Andover Newton Theological School, and Harvard University. He 

was ordained by The American Baptist Churches of Massachusetts in October 1944. He served 

as assistant minister at First Baptist Church of Newton Centre and as Baptist University Pastor at 

Harvard, Radcliffe, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Wellesley. In 1959 he became 

senior minister of Hyde Park Union Church in Chicago and held that position until 1965 when he 

became dean of Rockefeller Memorial Chapel at the University of Chicago. At the university he also 

served as director of ministerial field education at the divinity school and as professor of church 

and society.  

Haydn Ambrose



Professor Emeritus of Physics David Winch, died on October 7, 2013. Winch taught at 

the College from 1967 to 2001. Before coming to K he taught at John Carroll University, 

Clarkson College of Technology, the United States Air Force Academy, and British Open 

University. He conducted research for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

the Argonne National Laboratory, and the Desert Research Institute. Winch was an 

enthusiastic bicyclist, and was often seen on campus on his bicycle. He usually biked 

the 13-mile round trip from his home to K. He also loved the out-of-doors, especially 

mountains, and he co-founded the College’s popular LandSea wilderness orientation 

program. In addition to physics, he was deeply involved in science education at all levels. 

He believed that science is best learned using a hands-on approach, and he believed 

that science is best learned through collaboration and group work. He was a founding 

board member of the Kalamazoo Area Mathematics and Science Center, a magnet school 

for gifted high school math and science students in Kalamazoo County. He also was a 

teacher and director with ScienceGrasp, a national program that encouraged elementary 

school teachers to use hands-on science teaching strategies in their classrooms. During 

his career he received more than $2.8 million in grants on behalf of science education, 

and he published more than a dozen articles and presentations on physics education for 

various learning levels. In one of those publications he wrote, “An infant reaches for a 

brightly colored object; tiny fingers squeeze the object, exploring its shape and texture. 

The infant shakes the object to see if it rattles and almost certainly puts the object in her 

mouth. She uses all of her senses to experience the sizes, shapes, colors, sounds, and 

textures of her world. A child is naturally curious and begins at an early age the lifelong 

business of learning about this world in which we live. This innate curiosity is perhaps 

most evident during the period of human development marked by the question ‘Why?’ 

It can be frustrating to deal with a child who wants to know ‘why,’ yet it can also be 

refreshing to have renewed contact with this childlike curiosity. Science tries to answer 

the ‘why’ of the physical world. It is a grand journey, guided by a myriad of questions and 

a few answers. We, as teachers, are guides in this journey of exploration.” Winch said that 

the most important element of his pedagogy was to “ask questions and then keep quiet,” 

and he noted the difficulty of the latter for teachers. And yet the duration of the period of 

silence following a question, said Winch, is (to paraphrase an aphorism about teaching 

often ascribed to Socrates) the difference between kindling a flame and filling a vessel. After 

moving to Taos in 2002, he served as president of the Upper Las Colonias Neighborhood 

Association. He loved Taos. He also loved skiing, kayaking, and canoeing, He is survived by 

his wife, children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and many other family and friends.

Dave Winch in his office, bike in the 
background
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Mandy and her host mother when 
Mandy was a student on study 
abroad

I’ve always felt lucky that my host 

family and I had maintained a 

connection over the years, even if 

the communications came sparingly, 

and were usually initiated by 

me. I would send nengajou cards 

every New Year’s for a while; my 

host sister and I were friends on 

Facebook; and I had contacted the 

Suzukis shortly after the tsunami 

and nuclear crisis in March of 2011, 

even though I knew their home 

wasn’t located in the northeast 

region of the country. I just wanted 

them to know I was thinking about 

them and the place I considered my 

home away from home. 

 But I always had a nagging feeling 

that they were only humoring this 

homesick-for-Japan American. 

Now that I’m a professional in 

international education, and prepare 

college students for their own study 

abroad and potential home stays, I 

often reflect on my time living with 

the Suzukis. Did I follow the advice 

I give my own students? Was I a 

respectful and dutiful home stay 

student? In my own eyes I often 

come up short when compared 

to the standards I set for my own 

students. Each time I send messages 

to my host father, I always worry 

he would roll his eyes and tell host 

mother that “the crazy American girl 

is writing to us again. I wonder what 

she wants now?”

 As I sat on the train headed to the 

station where my host father said 

he would meet me, my emotions 

where a mix of excitement and 

nervousness.  I realized it had been 

15 years since my host mother gave 

me the biggest bear hug in history 

when I arrived at my host school.  

“Musume”
WRITER: Mandy Brookins Blinn

On the train in Nagoya, I 
literally could not sit still. I 

was about to see the Suzukis, 
the family that took me in as a 
college student when I studied 

abroad in Japan. My hands 
were shaking.  

Mandy Brookins Blinn (back, at right) 
with her Japanese host parents and 
their two grandchildren
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Would I recognize them now? Would they recognize me in 

my mid-thirties, married, with two children (and a much 

shorter haircut!)? 

 I arrived a few minutes early, and anxiously watched the 

passersby for a familiar face.  And then, I saw him.  Standing 

by the turnstiles, “otoosan” (father), looking at me with 

a quizzical look, trying to figure out if I was the young 

woman he had met for the first time at his kitchen table and 

welcomed into his home so many years ago.  

 “Otoosan!” I exclaimed, and felt tears leap to my eyes! I 

ran over to this man who faithfully had made me breakfast 

every morning before work (fried egg, salad, and sausage, 

with orange juice), and gave him as big of a hug as an elderly 

Japanese man could stand. 

 Okaasan (mother) soon followed behind him, and she and 

I had to struggle to contain our emotion. Our reunion in the 

subway station was happier than I dreamed.  I couldn’t stop 

smiling, and my host parents marveled over the long passage 

of time, and how little that seemed to matter.  

 We spent the afternoon enjoying shabu shabu (a Japanese 

dish featuring thinly sliced beef boiled in water) and enjoying 

the company of their two beautiful grandchildren! 

 The reunion was going better than I had hoped; 

nevertheless, I still worried.  I wanted to let them know how 

much I appreciated them opening their home to me, and that 

I loved them dearly.  I told them I was probably a very bad 

student, but I wanted to thank them from the bottom of my 

heart and let them know I appreciated everything they had 

done for me, that they were a very important part of my life. 

(Thankfully my Japanese was still good enough to express 

these thoughts.) 

 My host mother responded: “Mandy, we have three 

daughters. Our two children, and you.” 

 My heart overflowed. All of my fears evaporated, and I 

knew that it wasn’t just me who thought our time together 

was special. 

 When it was time to go, Otoosan gave me the traditional 

farewell when you leave home:

 “Itteraishai” (Come back soon)

 “Ittekimasu” (I will come back). 

 Although I only spent one academic year in Nagoya, Japan, 

and I now have a family and career in the U.S., the Suzukis 

will forever be a part of my family, and I will forever be a part 

of theirs. If I’m lucky, they can come to my home, and I will 

host them.  I 

Mandy Brookins Blinn ’00 

studied abroad at Nanzan 

University in Nagoya, Japan, 

in 1998-1999.  This short 

essay describes her feelings 

about a recent reunion with 

her host family. She currently 

works at DePauw University 

as the associate director of 

off-campus programming 

and plans to use the essay as 

a digital story telling exercise 

with some of her students.



We do more in four years so students can do more in a lifetime.

Office of College Communication
1200 Academy Street • Kalamazoo, MI 49006 • USA

Smooth(ie) 
Pedaling
Homecoming might as well be a K word 

for fun—some traditional, and some, like 
the Fresh Food Fairy, quite innovative. 

She made an appearance at Homecoming 
2013. For more on the wide variety of last 
fall’s memorable event, see page 43. And 

don’t forget to mark your calendar for 

Homecoming 2014 
October 17-19.


